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Doncaster Blue Bloods
Ian Cornwell has been one of the stalwarts of independent 
hardware. A third-generation hardware retailer, he is on 
the cusp of handing off to his son, Matt. Ian shares some of 
his history with us, and his hopes for continued, trade-led 
growth for independents.

The BUKI Billion Blitz
Results from Wesfarmers’ foray into the UK with Bunnings 
have crashed, as BUKI loses a projected $165 million in 
the first half alone. At a presentation before investment 
analysts and mainstream media, Wesfarmers managing 
director, Rob Scott, announced a review. Anything, including 
closure, is on the table, according to Mr Scott.

Metcash/IHG 2018 H1 results
The numbers for Metcash and the Independent Hardware 
Group (IHG) look good, but the decision to roll the HTH 
results in with those of Mitre 10 mean that’s it’s not possible 
to know how good. And new Metcash managing director 
Jeff Adams (pictured left) introduces himself.

Travis Perkins continues growth
UK builders merchant Travis Perkins has returned high 
growth numbers, including growth of over 30% in sales 
over a four-year period. One of the keys to its success? Tool 
rentals, and especially a close relatonship with Hilti.
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MARKET ING
There has to be a better (and easier) way.

BOOST!
HBT and HNN have joined forces to 
offer promotional opportunities to 
boost your results at the 2018 HBT 
National Conference.
This marketing opportunity extends the 
tradeshow event into three stages: pre-
show, at-show, and post-show.
This includes advertising across four 
publications — two print and two digital.

Showtime
Pre-show. This printed magazine 
is distributed by HBT to all of its 
members, as part of its Conference 
marketing. Published in early March.

HI News 4-4
Pre-show. This digital PDF magazine 
features a preview of the Conference, 
plus floorplans for the tradeshow. 
Distribution is over 100,000 downloads. 
Published in mid-April.

@Show
At-show. This printed magazine is 
distributed at the Conference to every 
attendee. It includes printed floorplans 
of the tradeshow.

HI News 4-5
Post-show. This digital PDF magazine 
features an extensive review of the 
Conference, including stand reviews 
and profiles.

Pricing
The total price for this comprehensive 
package, which includes two print full-
page ads, two digital full-page ads, one 
print strip ad, and one digital strip ad,  
is just $880 (+GST).  This is fantastic 
value, and won’t be beaten in 2018! 

HIGH IMPACT
PRODUCT PRE-SHOW AT-SHOW POST-SHOW

DIGITAL
Dist: 160,000+

DIGITAL
Dist: 100,000+

PRINT
Dist: Every attendee

PRINT
Dist: Every HBT member

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

MAY

Full-page ad

Full-page ad

Full-page ad

Full-page ad

Strip ad on floorplan 
for your category

Strip ad on floorplan 
for your category

Stand review  
(full page)ONLY $880 +G

ST

Contact: Scott Lewis 0400 09 27 90 
or scott@hnn.bz

http://hnn.bz/


Hitachi Koki is 
changing its name 
to HiKoki. effective 
October 2018. This 
follows the USD1.3 
billion acquisition of 
the company by US 
investor KKR Group.

The corporate name of the company will be changed to 
Koki Holdings Co. Ltd. effective June 1, 2018

contents - II
Natbuild expands case   
regarding alleged hack 
Forensic examination of IT equipment from the 
Independent Hardware Group may be behind = 
National Building Suppliers (Natbuild) lodging 
further allegations. Another IHG manager is named 

as a respondent, and 
there are additional 
allegations related 
to the distribution 
and use of allegedly 
downloaded 
information.

ABS hardware retail stats
The December 2017 retail figures 
available from the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) mean that we can now 
see all of calendar 2017. The surprise? 
Retail sales have declined overall as 
compared to calendar 2016.

COMMENT
Is this the year that “tech takes off” in 
the home improvement retail industry? 
Things such as delivery tracking are 
becoming more common, but will it be 
enough? And let’s face it, tech isn’t always 
exactly perfect, is it?
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Is it possible that 2018 will be the year when technology really 
begins to have a major impact on the home improvement retail 
industry in Australia?

HNN suggests this idea rather tentatively, as we have had the 
thought before, and seen some progress, but not as much as we 
expected.

What is encouraging us to make the statement at this time is 
that we are seeing more and better technology at virtually every 
store visit we go on. In our visit to Doncaster Mitre 10 (the article is 
in this issue), we were really impressed by Matthew Cornwell’s use 
of technology in running the trade part of that business. 

The system he has built relies on a combination of tracking soft-
ware, a rep actively seeking business in the field, and two people 
managing communications, to deliver a next-generation means of 
supplying builders. It has all the makings of a true “just-in-time” 
delivery system, which could have good consequences for builders 
seeking efficiency and reduced costs.

Mr Cornwell’s customers get the benefits of definite ETAs on 
deliveries, making planning more possible, while also retaining 
the kind of flexibility that only a smaller, dedicated business can 
deliver. Meanwhile, the sales rep is going to builders, reading plans 
to see what kinds of specialised materials (such as cladding) are 
required, and finding sources for these. The result is more work for 
the hardware store, and a reduction in concerns for the customer. 

In effect, this technology could see hardware stores with timber 
yards turned into mini-distribution centres. This seems to us to be 
a better path to the future than, for example, improving the ameni-
ties offered to builders and tradies at trade centres, or any number 
of promotional giveaways (though these have a place as well).

One big question is, how can these sorts of services be scaled 
down? Can’t they benefit individual tradies as well? HNN is cur-
rently working on just that problem with one of our consultancy 
partners. We’ll keep you posted.

Of course, we all know about the “other side” of technology as 
well. With the increasing spread of so-called “artificial intelligence” 
(AI), people are coming to rely more and more on machines mak-
ing decisions for them. Sometimes that still can go spectacularly 
wrong. 

A recent example is in what we would guess was an AI-driv-
en transcription of part of the recent results announcement by 
Metcash. In a transcript that originated with Thomson, and was 
published on Yahoo Finance, the CEO of the Independent Hard-
ware Group, Mark Laidlaw, was quoted as saying in response to a 

comment
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question about the source of synergies in the combination of 
Mitre 10 with the Home Timber & Hardware Group:

So they’re the big three. Probably the overhead we’ve saved 
more than we thought. Without going too far, the manage-
ment team that was in place in HTH has been our worst man-
agement team that have been there for 30-plus years, I think 
nearly every member on that team. So yes, the HR synergies 
have been strong and the DC synergies is the other one.
Whoo! we thought. Certainly Mr Laidlaw is known to 

speak his mind, but that seemed a little much. So we went 
back to the original recording of the event to check it out. 
This is what Mr Laidlaw actually said:

So they’re the big three. Probably the overhead we’ve saved 
more than we thought. Without going too far, the manage-
ment team that was in place in HTH has been a Woolworths 
management team that have been there for 30-plus years, I 
think nearly every member on that team. So yes, the HR syner-
gies have been strong and the DC synergies is the other one.
Big difference. 
Yet despite such problems, the fact is that we are at a stage 

where the cost/benefit balance of many forms of technology 
— such as delivery tracking — is so positive, that business 
cannot afford to ignore the advantages. 

Just remember, be careful out there.

http://www.hbt.net.au/current-promotions/were-pinking-up-this-october


A NEW STANDARD FOR IN-STORE DISPLAY

TEL: (03) 9795 6789
FAX: (03) 9795 4567
ROMAK.COM.AU

Merchandising display for all Romak bulk items. Gondola not included. 

http://www.klingspor.com.au/
http://romak.com.au/
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• Retail sales 
for the trailing 
12 months to 
December 2017 
indicates slowing 
growth

• With invest-
ment in private 
dwellings falling, 
and house price 
growth slowing, 
it’s likely that the 
housing industry 
has been slightly 
defunded in the 
final quarter of 
calender 2017

The Australian Bu-
reau of Statistics (ABS) 
has released its statis-
tics for retail revenue 
up to December 2017. 
This provides us with 
a complete overview 
of calendar 2017, and 
the statistical charts 
reflect this.

While there has not 
been a dramatic de-
cline in retail spending 
at hardware stores 

across Australia, this 
is the first result since 
2009 when there has 
been a flat to slightly 
negative result. What 
is different about this 
result from 2009’s is 
that where eight years 
ago one of the larger 
states — New South 
Wales (NSW) — still 
showed strong growth 
in sales, while other 
major states were 

neutral to negative, 
2017 sees all four of the 
largest states neutral 
to slightly negative.

The exceptions to 
the decline are the 
Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) and 
South Australia (SA) 
which had growth 
numbers of 7.12% and 
12.73% respectively. The 
highest decline was for 
Western Australia (WA) 

which fell by 4.24%, fol-
lowed by NSW, which 
was down 2.26%, while 
Queensland (QLD) 
fell by 1.13%. Victoria 
(VIC) and the Northern 
Territory (NT) were 
virtually flat, with rise 
of of 0.62% for VIC, and 
a decline of 0.47% for 
the NT. Tasmania had 
a modest decline of 
1.52%.

A trendline can be 

statistics
ABS Hardware Retail 
Revenue December 2017

Chart 1. ABS hardware retail sales, trailing 12 months to December

http://hnn.bz/
http://abscosheds.com.au/
http://abscosheds.com.au/
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established by taking 
the revenues for 2014, 
2015 and 2016, adjust-
ing these for inflation, 
and taking an average 
of the three. Compared 
to that trendline, the 
growth results are 
what many would 
expect. NSW shows 
reasonable growth at 
4.24%, VIC is close to 
flat at 0.24%, QLD has 
some growth at 2.68%, 
while WA shows some 
decline, down by 2.25%. 
SA shows the highest 
growth over the trend-
line, at 17.25%, followed 
by the ACT at 10.93%. 
The NT is down the 
most, at 5.16%, while 
TAS shows a moderate 
decline of 1.81%.

These numbers 
accord with the charts 
from the RBA, Chart 
3 and Chart 4, which 
show house price 
movement and private 
dwelling investment 
respectively. As HNN 
has noted in the past, 
the idea that hardware 
spending is somehow 
protected — that when 
house prices decline, 
renovations increase 
to compensate — only 
works when you don’t 
include the possibil-
ity of funds exiting 
the housing sector 
altogether. This exit 
is what we observed 
during the final cal-
endar quarter of 2017, 
albeit at a very low 
rate.

What continues to 
be of interest is the 
unusual “bunching” 
we can see in Chart 
2. It’s evident looking 
back over the historical 

record that it is rare 
to see the major states 
all trending in roughly 
the same direction at 
the same time. As HNN 
has suggested in the 
past, this seems to indi-
cate that macro forces 
are influencing many 
of the state economies.

Chart 2. Shows revenue growth percentages for the trailing 12 months to December.

Chart 3. RBA housing prices. Chart 4. RBA private dwelling investment.

http://hnn.bz/
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• Replacement 
Bunnings stores 
in Mt Isa and 
Warwick move 
ahead

• Bunnings bans 
pesticide

• The Bunnings 
in East Albury 
(NSW) has recent-
ly opened

• Albany, WA, 
Bunnings set to 
expand

Two Bunnings 
“replace and upgrade” 
stores are moving 
ahead in Queensland. 

Mount Isa City Coun-
cil has given the go 
ahead for the Bunnings 
store to be located at 
89 West Street. It will 
have a total retail area 
of 5607.5sqm.

The matter was 
discussed in closed 
session at the council’s 
meeting in mid-Janu-
ary and the decision 
was approved with 
61 conditions listed 
in the report. They 
include a 1.8m acous-
tic fence which must 
be installed on the 
southern boundary to 
reduce noise and a 3m 
wide densely planted 
landscaped buffer.

The developer will 
also need to install 
artificial turf or green 
coloured concrete on 
the Alma Street verge. 
Allowable opening 
hours are from 6am-
9pm Monday to Friday 
and 6am-6pm Satur-
day, Sunday and public 
holidays.

Construction on 
Warwick store

There are signs that 
building is about to 
start on a larger Bun-
nings Warehouse store 
on Canning Street.

Several site 
offices and 
fencing have 
been erected 
on the site, 
according to 
the Warwick 
Daily News. 
Bunnings 
general man-
ager – prop-
erty Andrew 
Marks told 
the news-
paper that 
Hutchinson 
Builders have 
been appoint-
ed as the 
builder of the 
new Warwick 
store. He said:

They are 
currently 
on site with 
works to 
commence 
shortly. 
Hutchinson 
Builders will 
engage local 
contractors 
from War-
wick to work 
on elements 
of the new warehouse 
where appropriate.

As part of the 
development approv-
al process, we are 
required to undertake 
road upgrades which 
will see the unsealed 
sections of Condamine 
and Canning Streets 
bitumen sealed.

Mr Marks said the 
new store is expected 
to open in late 2018.

These developments 
are part of the Bun-
nings strategy to 
improve the existing 
network, as additional 
store expansion slows.

goo.gl/ytjuhS
goo.gl/aXJzAs

Mount Isa approval, 
Warwick start

continues next page

Top, the new 
Bunnings store in 
Mt Isa will be about 
a 15-minute walk 
from the existing 
store. Bottom, the 
new Warwick store 
is even closer to the 
existing Bunnings, 
about a five-minute 
walk away.

New Bunnings location

New Bunnings location

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/ytjuhS
http://goo.gl/aXJzAs
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Bunnings will pull 
a pesticide from its 
shelves that has al-
legedly been linked to 
the deaths of bees. The 
move affects all stores 
across the United King-
dom, Ireland, Australia 
and New Zealand.

In a statement, 
Bunnings Warehouse 
said it will remove 
its Neonicotinoids – 
often referred to as 
neonics – products, like 
Yates Confidor, from 
shelves by the end of 
the year. It said the 
timeframe will give 
them time to educate 
customers about natu-
ral alternatives. 

Neonicotinoids is 
a class of pesticide 
–– which some stud-
ies suggest affects 
bees’ navigation and 
immune systems, re-
sulting in colony death. 
They are a popular 
insecticide worldwide, 
found in soil and seed 
treatments, and do-
mestic and commercial 
lawn care products.

The big box retailer 
made the decision in 
November last year 
to remove the prod-
uct from its UK and 
Australian stores amid 
declining British bee 
populations, but admitted 
it was based on precautions 
rather than scientific evidence. 
The move appears to be part of 
a growing movement towards 
chemical-free gardening.

A Bunnings spokeswoman 
told Fairfax Media:

There’s a lot of 
conflicting science out 

there…we decided 
to err on the side of 
caution.

Gardening compa-
ny Yates said while 
they respected 
Bunnings’ decision 
it was comfortable 
that neonicotinoid 
products did not 
harm bees.

A spokesman 
for the Australian 
Pesticides and Vet-
erinary Medicines 
Authority (APVMA) 
said neonicotinoids 
registered for use 
in Australia are safe 
and effective. He 
said:

This class of 
pesticides has been 
used in Australia 
since the early 1990s 
and APVMA continue 
to monitor potential 
adverse experiences of 
the chemicals.

Petition

More than 30,000 
Australians signed a 
petition, launched by 
global consumer group 
SumOfUs, calling on 
Australian retailers 
to stop selling insec-
ticides containing 
neonicotinoids.

A Bunnings spokes-
person said the com-
pany was aware of the 
petition, but reached 
its decision inde-
pendently. Bunnings 
chief operating officer 
Clive Duncan said the 
company has been 
working with suppliers 
and partners around 

the use of neonicoti-
noids. He said:

[Bunnings ensures] 
we keep abreast of the 
evolving science and 
issues impacting bee 
populations.

Woolworths recently 
told The New Daily 
it had succumbed to 
consumer pressure 
to remove Confidor 
from its shelves. Coles 
will also cease sale of 
insecticides containing 
neonicotinoids this 
year, following follow-
ing Independent Hard-
ware Group’s – owner 
of Mitre 10 and Home 
Timber and Hardware 
– announcement it 
would pull all items 
containing neonicoti-
noids from its shelves 
by the end of the year.

“Minimal effect”

Despite the ban, 
apiarists believe it is 
unlikely to have much 
effect. Phil Lester is a 
professor of ecology 
and entomology at 
Victoria University in 
Wellington, New Zea-
land. He said given the 
small scale in which 
over-the-counter 
products that contain 
neonicotinoids were 
used, the Bunnings ban 
was unlikely to have 
much of an impact. He 
told Radio NZ:

My guess is it will 
have minimal effect 
really in the wider scale 
of things. There are lots 
of crops … that utilise 
neonicotinoids and it’s 
those big cropping sys-
tems that utilise much 

more and the use of 
the home handy-man, 
or home gardener will 
pale into insignificance 
in comparison.

Mr Lester said while 
the effects of the ban 
would be minimal, the 
move would likely be 
popular with consum-
ers.

I think there will be 
a lot of people that 
shop at Bunnings 
that have heard some 
media around the use 
of neonicotinoids, 
that it’s bad for bees 
and Bunnings will be 
doing themselves some 
favours by taking them 
off the shelves.

Mr Lester said more 
data needed to be 
collected.

Bunnings bans bee-killer pesticide

continued next page

http://hnn.bz/
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East Albury Bunnings has just opened
Bunnings’ $28 million 

warehouse in East 
Albury (NSW) is one of 
the largest operations 
of its type in regional 
Australia. It measures 
over 18,000sqm with 
400 car parks, located 
on the corner of Borel-
la Road and Drome 
Street. 

The store recently 
opened to DIY hobby-
ists, renovators and 
“Bunnings-tragics”. 

There are plans for a 
grand opening celebra-
tion now that it has 
officially commenced 
trading.

Bunnings is also 
transferring its trade 
centre from a leased 
property in Romet 
Road, Wodonga across 
to East Albury.

The timber and trade 
centre is located at the 
northern end of the 
warehouse and the 

garden supplies section 
at the Borella Road 
end of the site which is 
roughly double the size 
of Bunnings’ Wodonga 
operation on Thomas 
Mitchell Drive which 
opened in 2007.

Bunnings opened its 
existing Albury store 
in Young Street in 2003 
before an expansion 
six years later.

Another Bunnings 
store in NSW, in 

Heatherbrae, has also 
officially opened.

goo.gl/RYUPHF

goo.gl/7tnMJa

 Bunnings opened its existing Albury store in Young 
Street, Albury (NSW) in 2003

Bunnings will double 
the size of one of its 
WA outlets. The Alba-
ny Highway store will 
increase by 6000sqm 
across three lots, re-
ports The Advertiser. It 
is the first large-scale 
expansion of the store 
since it opened its 
doors in 1999. Bun-
nings general manager 
– property, Andrew 

Marks said:
Bunnings has been 

part of the Albany 
community for more 
than 17 years and 
is pleased to have 
received an amended 
development approval 
for a major expansion 
of our Albany store.

Mr Marks said Bun-
nings was finalising its 
development program 

but could not yet con-
firm a timeframe.

The DA [development 
application] will allow 
for over 6000sqm 
of new retail space 
and we are currently 
working on a proposed 
development program 
to make the most of 
this additional space.

goo.gl/J8G9E8

Bunnings Albany store in WA to expand

Ban in place at 
B&Q

Back in May 2017, UK 
home improvement re-
tailer B&Q announced 
that all the flowering 
plants it sold are to be 
grown without using 
pesticides that are 
harmful to bees.

B&Q said that from 
February 2018 it would 
no longer sell flow-
ering plants grown 
using the pesticides. It 
claimed it was the first 
retailer to commit to 

such an under-
taking.

goo.gl/bNAArQ
goo.gl/t23aBp
goo.gl/SyUEDm

Bee pesticide banned (cont.)

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/RYUPHF
http://goo.gl/7tnMJa
http://goo.gl/J8G9E8
http://goo.gl/bNAArQ
http://goo.gl/t23aBp
http://goo.gl/SyUEDm
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• The Weekly Times 
reports Ruralco 
may purchase 
Murray Goulburn 
(MG Trading) 
stores

• Willows Mitre 
10 in Townsville 
(QLD) shuts its 
doors

Ruralco is looking to 
buy Murray Goulburn’s 
(MG) trading stores, 
sources told Week-
ly Times Now. The 
sources said Ruralco 
subsidiaries expressed 
interest in a number of 
MG Trading stores in 
late 2017.

This comes as MG 
has confirmed it has 
the right to sell the 
network of 25 stores 
and six fertiliser de-
pots in Victoria, despite 
announcing in Octo-
ber it was selling the 
co-operative’s assets to 
Canadian dairy giant 
Saputo.

There are many busi-
nesses under the Rural-
co banner throughout 
Australia, including 
Tasmanian agribusi-
ness and real estate 
company Roberts, 
Combined Rural Trad-
ers (CRT) and Rodwells.

Ruralco reported rev-
enue of $1.8 billion and 
after-tax profits of $30 
million last financial 
year and is understood 
to be in the mix to buy 
at least some of MG 
Trading’s assets.

Saputo, which is set 
to buy MG’s assets for 
$1.31 billion subject to 
government agency ap-
proval and shareholder 
support, said dairy 
processing was its first 

priority in 
Australia but 
it would keep 
the MG Trad-
ing stores 
operating 
if required. 
A Saputo 
spokeswom-
an said:

We are not 
retailers. 
That being 
said, we 
understand 
that these 
trading 
stores are 
very import-
ant to some 
of the local 
communities. 
If these as-
sets are not 
sold by MG 
prior to com-
pletion, we 
will inherit 
them and put 
the right management 
in place and operate 
the stores.

An MG spokesman 
said all the co-opera-
tive’s operating assets 
would be included in 
the Saputo transaction, 
unless the trading 
stores were sold be-
forehand.

MG does not current-
ly have any formal sale 
process under way in 
relation to MG Trading.

Elders, which also 

operates rural stores, 
has plans to extend its 
branch network and 
identified Victoria’s 
Western District as one 
area of particular inter-
est. Elders managing 
director Mark Allison 
said he approached 
Deutsche Bank during 
the MG sale process to 
buy the stores but was 
told the dairy co-opera-
tive would be sold as a 
whole. Mr Allison said:

We were told that 

whoever bought Mur-
ray Goulburn would 
sell off parts of the 
business. But we’ve had 
no contact since it has 
been sold. I would as-
sume they would come 
to us if they are selling 
the branch network.

Mr Allison said Elders 
was opening a store 
in Mortlake as part 
of its branch network 
expansion.

goo.gl/yExqsE

Buyers for Murray 
Goulburn stores

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/yExqsE
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Falling trade leads 
to closure

Willows Mitre 10 in 
Townsville (QLD) has 
shut its doors. It closed 
in December with a sign 
thanking its customers 
and being closed indefi-
nitely.

Moira Carter of BRI 
Ferrier, was appointed 
liquidator, and said costs 
such as rent and elec-
tricity were increasing 
when trade and income 
was falling. She told the 
Townsville Bulletin:

You just can’t support 
businesses under those 
circumstances.

The main debtors for 
store are Mitre 10 and 
a bank. Ms Carter said 
employees had been paid 
most of their entitle-
ments.

Townsville Chamber 
of Commerce president 
Debbie Rains said it was 
sad to see small businesses 
close and urged people to 
support local businesses.

From a chamber perspec-
tive, it’s always very disap-
pointing to see the closure 
of local small businesses. 
We encourage people to 
shop locally as much as 
possible and hopefully 
prevent more closures like 
this.

Ms Rains said small busi-
ness was the backbone of 
the economy, employing a 
lot of people.

If people do shop locally 
and continue to support 
local business, the dollar 
goes around 13 times. You 
are actually helping to 
spread the dollar further 
in our local community.

goo.gl/hL7YQx

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/hL7YQx
http://hbt.net.au/
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John Ioakim
The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC 
How did you come into the hardware business? 
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was 
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife, 
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures 
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to 
be truly independent and in control of our stock.
 
What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that 
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding 
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really 
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be 

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up 
floor space and our bottom dollar. 

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had 
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up 
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail 
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our 
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site. 
 
What would you say to someone considering transitioning  
to H Hardware? 
If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions 
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

http://hbt.net.au/
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big box update

in this  
update:

start text

in this  
update:

• Hitachi Koki 
changes its cor-
porate name

• Stanley Black & 
Decker expands 
its industiral unit

• Briggs & Strat-
ton takes on a 
company that 
makes outdoor 
spreaders

• Energizer buys 
batteries and 
lighting business 
from Spectrum 
Brands

• Sika’s growth 
strategy involves 
acquisitions

supplier update
Sika implements 
growth strategy

Construction chem-
icals maker, Sika said 
it has beaten both its 
annual sales target and 
market expectations in 
2017, and is forecasting 
stronger growth in 
2018.

The company, which 
has been involved in 
a takeover battle with 
France-based Saint-
Gobain for three years, 
reported annual sales 
of 6.25 billion Swiss 
francs (USD6.39 billion) 
for 2017 – exceeding 
its target of 6 billion 
francs.

The 8.9% increase in 
local currencies nar-
rowly beat the average 
estimate of 6.2 billion 
francs in a Reuters 
poll, and was marked 
by a growth rate of 
12% during its fourth 
quarter as a number of 
acquisitions kicked in.

Under new CEO Paul 
Schuler, the company 
is even more bullish 
about 2018, saying it 
expects sales growth 
of more than 10% and a 
higher growth rate for 
operating profit. The 
improvements reflect-
ed Sika’s investments 
during 2017, Mr Schuler 
said. He has already 
indicated the company 
will ramp up its buying 
spree.

With nine new fac-
tories, three further 

national subsidiaries, 
and seven company 
takeovers, we have 
made significant 
investment in growth 
markets as well as in 
growth platforms in 
the form of product 
technologies and distri-
bution channels.

These 19 strategic 
investments, our pipe-
line with innovative 
quality products and 
our global presence 
– we now have 100 

national subsidiaries 
and more than 200 
factories – allow us to 
look toward the future 
with optimism.

Sika said it expected 
a bigger increase in its 
2017 profits, anticipat-
ing beating its previous 
highest net profit of 
567 million francs it 
made in 2016. It said it 
expected an operating 
profit of 880 to 900 
million francs for 2017. 
The company is due to 

report its earnings in 
late February.

The Swiss company’s 
takeover fight with 
Saint-Gobain was 
sparked by its found-
ing family wanting 
to sell its controlling 
stake to the French 
group. The next court 
decision – centring 
on the family’s voting 
rights – is expected in 
the next few months.

goo.gl/91P338

New Sika CEO Paul Schuler

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/91P338
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UK industrial fastener maker sold to Stanley Black & Decker
Stanley Black & 

Decker has reached an 
agreement to pur-
chase Nelson Fastener 
Systems, a manufac-
turer of fasteners and 
studs, from UK-based 
Doncasters Group for 
approximately USD440 
million in cash. The 
acquisition does not 
include Nelson’s auto-
motive stud welding 
business.

Founded in 2016, Nel-
son is a global distrib-
utor of fasteners and 
fastening systems. It 
manufactures industri-
al products made from 
a variety of materials, 
including carbon steels, 
stainless steel, alloys 

and more. The Califor-
nian company operates 
as a subsidiary of 
Doncasters serving the 
aerospace, automotive, 
construction, energy, 
industrial, marine and 
military markets.

The acquisition is 
expected to enhance 
Stanley Black & 
Decker’s engineered 
fastening presence in 
the industrial market. 
The transaction is 
expected to close in the 
first quarter of 2018.

Doncasters’ divesti-
ture of Nelson comes 
as the company plans 
to focus on its core 
specialised markets: 
aerospace, industri-

al gas turbine and 
specialty automotive. 
The sale will assist 
Doncasters in paying 
down “some existing 
debt as well as provide 
necessary capital to 
further invest in these 

markets and accelerate 
growth”.

Stanley Black & 
Decker recently sold 
its door and mechan-
ical security business 
to Dormakaba, and 
purchased the tool 

business from Newell 
Brands for approxi-
mately USD1.95 billion 
in cash to expand in 
industrial cutting 
equipment.

goo.gl/bsnJWe

Hitachi Koki name change to HiKOKI
Hitachi Koki an-

nounced recently it 
will rebrand its full line 
of power tools under 
the HiKOKI name, 
effective October 1, 
2018. It will also change 
its corporate name to 
Koki Holdings Co. Ltd. 
effective June 1, 2018.

The company said 
the HiKOKI brand was 
created to embody 
its three core compe-
tencies, including its 
innovative technolo-
gies that give rise to 
products with superior 
performance, reliabili-
ty and services backed 
by a 70-year company 
history, and the poten-
tial for new business 
growth represented 
through its partner-
ship with private 
equity group KKR.

The new corporate 
name, Koki Holdings, is 
designed to maintain 
continuity with its cur-
rent name, while also 
reflecting the multiple 
brands it encompasses, 
and accelerate invest-
ment in acquisitions.

Osami Maehara, 
president of Hitachi 
Koki said the repack-
aged company has set 
a sales target of USD2.7 
billion in fiscal 2020.

We are confident we 
can take our business 
to the next level with 

the support of all of 
our employees and 
partners worldwide, 
and the revamping of 
our brand name is the 
first step to make this 
possible.

The power tool man-
ufacturer also estab-

lished a new European 
subsidiary, called 
Koki Holdings Europe 
GmbH, in Dusseldorf, 
Germany.

goo.gl/USPVAV

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/bsnJWe
http://goo.gl/USPVAV
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Outdoor power 
equipment supplier, 
Briggs & Stratton has 
expanded its line of 
standby generators by 
acquiring a designer 
and manufacturer of 
fertiliser and pesticide 
spreaders. 

Ground Logic makes 
commercial spread-
ers and sprayers for 
applying fertilisers, 
pesticides and herbi-
cides. The products are 
designed for use on 
mid- to large-size res-
idential and commer-
cial properties. 

The company’s 
spreaders are known 
as stand-on spreaders, 
in which workers stand 

or ride the machines 
as they operate them. 
The acquisition will 
allow Briggs & Stratton 
to complete its turf 
product line. With six 
spreader types, Ground 
Logic has a larger prod-
uct line than many of 
its competitors.

Briggs & Stratton 
said in a statement 
that it financed the 
acquisition using cash 
on hand. The company 
does not expect the 
deal to have a signifi-
cant impact on its 2018 
profit or cash flows.

In October 2017, it 
reported USD329 mil-
lion in sales in its first 
quarter of fiscal 2018, 

up 14.7% from the same 
period last year. It also 

reported $1.8 billion in 
fiscal 2017 revenue.

goo.gl/hS1NQZ
goo.gl/83kExw

Briggs & Stratton buys Ground Logic assets

Diversified consumer 
products company, 
Spectrum Brands 
said it has reached an 
agreement to sell its 
batteries and lighting 
businesses to competi-
tor Energizer for USD2 
billion in cash.

Executive chairman 
David Maura said in a 
statement that selling 
the businesses will 
allow Spectrum Brands 
to lower debt, buy back 
shares and make some 
acquisitions.

[It] is a culmination 
of our efforts to sell 
the battery business 
in order to refocus 
Spectrum Brands and 
enhance shareholder 
value. While we have 
a long and proud 
heritage in the battery 

business, this is a key 
part of our re-alloca-
tion of capital strategy 
towards a faster-grow-
ing and higher-margin 
Spectrum Brands.

Spectrum makes 
Rayovac batteries and 
George Foreman grills, 
among many products, 
and said it wants to 
concentrate on its four 
remaining businesses: 
hardware and home 
improvement, auto 
care, pet supplies, 
and home and garden 
equipment.

The batteries and 
appliances businesses, 
which include Rayovac 
batteries and Black & 
Decker home applianc-
es, accounted for about 
40% of Spectrum’s 
sales in fiscal year 2017.

For Energizer, the 
deal grows its batteries 
division, while also 
expanding its interna-
tional business.

In 2017, Spectrum 
added to its head-
quarters in Middleton, 

Wisconsin (USA) to 
accommodate expected 
growth.

goo.gl/9uWVcy

Spectrum Brands sells batteries, lighting to Energizer

The Ground Logic commercial spreader and sprayer product line

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/hS1NQZ
http://goo.gl/83kExw
http://goo.gl/9uWVcy
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HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.

DIGiTAL
Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.

What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know, 
because we analyse the downloads every week. 

That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they 
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.

And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just 
20% of equivalent print prices.

Come on in. The surf’s fine.
 Contact Betty Tanddo 

betty@hnn.bz or  
0411 431 832

167,000 72,000 75,000 73,000 103,000

http://hnn.bz/
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• Additional re-
spondent added 
by Natbuild

• Natbuild alleges 
further distribu-
tion of confiden-
tial documents

In the matter of the alleged breach of National 
Building Suppliers’ (Natbuild) TradeNET mem-
bers-only information database by employees of 
Metcash’s Independent Hardware Group (IHG) 
in September/October 2017, Natbuild lodged 
a Further Amended Statement of Claim on 2 
November 2017.

Additional respondent

This added some detail to the previous 
Amended Statement of Claim. Another re-
spondent has been added, and further alleged 
actions by employees of the Independent Hard-
ware Group had been added as well. 

HNN will, of course, continue to refer to any 
individuals directly named in these actions by 
code. The code for the new respondent, who is 
a manager, will be “M4”. This brings the list of 
indivuals directly involved who are employees 
of IHG to roughly nine or so.

One allegation against M4 is that he/she 
allegedly obtained a copy of a confidential TPA 
from M1, the manager who is alleged to be some-
what central to the distribution of documents 
allegedly illegally obtained from Natbuild.

USB drives

Other additional allegations have regard to 
further actions by the respondent whom we 
have designated A1, who is allegedly responsible 
for making the initial alleged intrusions into 
the Natbuild TradeLink database.

Natbuild now further alleges that A1 made 
copies of allegedly confidential documents that 
he/she had allegedly obtained from Natbuild 
onto two USB (flash) drives. According to the 
Further Amended Statement of Claim:

(c) [A1] only notified the Applicant that [he/
she] retained the two USB devices identified in 
the above paragraph after it was disclosed, in 
the affidavit of Patrick Sands dated 23 October 
2017, that forensic analysis by Ernst & Young of 
[A1] laptop “suggests that a USB device was in-
serted into the [A1] laptop in September 2017 and 

that copies of files that may, based on their file 
names, be materials from the TradeNET website, 
were saved onto the USB device”.

In particular, Natbuild alleges that this action 
may not have been in accord with Orders made 
by Justice O’Callaghan on 5 October 2017, which 
read, in part:

Subject to paragraph 4 below, each of the 
Respondents must, by 4pm on Friday 13 October 
2017, make and serve on the other parties to the 
proceeding, an affidavit set out the following 
information to the best of their ability: (a) the 
location of: (i) any copies (including electronic 
copies) of the Natbuild Materials;...

Further distribution

Further allegations about more alleged distri-
butions of documents from A1 the document 
recipient HNN identifies as R3 were also made. 
This allegedly included a document about a spe-
cific Natbuild promotion for a specific supplier.

Additionally, R3 is alleged to have scanned a 
copy of a Natbuild Confidential TPA, saved a 
copy of the file, made notes about the file in 
a spreadsheet, and then allegedly emailed a 
communication regarding this TPA to the new 
respondent, M4.

tech/security
Further Natbuild  
allegations against IHG

Court Timetable to March 
• 9 February 2018: Applicant to file and 

serve its evidence in chief. Case man-
agement hearing.

• 9 March 2018: Respondents to file and 
serve their evidence in answer

• 23 March 2018 Applicant to file and 
serve its evidence in reply. Parties to 
exchange affidavits.

• 30 March 2018: Court book to be filed 
and served by applicant, detailing ma-
terial to be used in court

http://hnn.bz/
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• Metcash sales 
revenue grew by 
7.6%

• IHG revenue 
went from 
$482.6 million to 
$1,060 million.

• Synergies 
identified in the 
combination 
of HTH with 
Mitre 10 include 
better trading 
terms and more 
effective use 
of distribution 
centres

• IHG CEO Mark 
Laidlaw also 
commented that 
the previous 
management 
team for HTH 
benefitted from 
some updates

Australian food, liquor and hardware whole-
saler/retailer Metcash Limited released its 
results for its first half FY 2017/18 (May to Octo-
ber) on 4 December 2017. Overall group results 
produced sales revenue of $7,058.4 million, up 
by 7.6% on the previous corresponding period 
(pcp), which was the first half of FY2016/17. 
Group earnings before interest and taxation 
(EBIT) were $152.0 million, an increase of 18.7% 
on the pcp.

These results include revenue and EBIT from 
Metcash’s acquisition of the Home Timber & 
Hardware Group (HTH). This was acquired on 2 
October 2016. As Metcash has chosen to com-
bine revenues from HTH with those of Mitre 10, 
it’s not possible to provide a true comparative 
measure.

Overall sales from Metcash’s food division fell 
by 1.4% to $4355.0 million, with supermarket 
sales down by 0.8%. EBIT for the division rose 
by 5.8% to reach $89.4 million.

For the liquor division, sales rose by 5.1% to 
reach $1,639.2 million, while EBIT increased by 
1.8% to reach $27.6 million.

This was the final public appearance by Ian 
Morrice as managing director of Metcash. That 
role will be assumed by Jeff Adams from 5 
December 2017.

Hardware

With the contribution of 
HTH, Independent Hardware 
Group (IHG) sales increased 
by $482.6 million to reach 
$1,060 million, an increase of 
83.0%. EBIT was $27.1 million, 
an increase of 116% on the 
pcp. According to a footnote 
on the results announcement, 
Metcash calculated growth 
in hardware wholesale sales 
at 7%, based on a comparison 
that included wholesale sales 
at HTH prior and post acquisi-
tion for the reporting period. 

Metcash also claims like-for-like wholesale sales 
growth for its Mitre 10 operations of approx-
imately 6%, and like-for-like wholesale sales 
growth for HTH of approximately 3%.

The numbers indicate that IHG did a great job 
at improving its profitability, with its EBIT mar-
gin for the half hitting a six-year record of 2.55%.

In his prepared remarks, Mr Morrice called out 
the following points in addition to the results 
stated above:
• Results driven by strong demand in both 

consumer DIY and the construction sector.
• Beneficial comparatives, as the pcp included 

both poor weather conditions, and a market 
distortion brought about by a high level of 
sales discounts from Masters Home Improve-
ment as it exited the market.

• The Sapphire store improvement project is 
claimed to continue to produce higher turn-
overs. It is being accelerated from a build of 
10 to 30 stores per year. The program is being 
extended to HTH as well as Mitre 10 stores.

• IHG is piloting trade-oriented retail opera-
tions, with four of these currently up and 
running.

• The Independent Hardware Group (IHG) 
has added the Porters hardware stores in 
Queensland, and the K&D trade hardware 
stores in Tasmania.

Metcash/IHG half year 
results 2017/18

Category 2017/ 
2018 H1

2016/ 
2017 H1

Change

Sales Revenue 7,058.4 6,559.3 7.61%

Earnings Before 
Interest & Tax (EBIT)

152.0 128.1 18.66%

Net profit 92.9 74.9 24.03%

Independent Hardware Group

Sales Revenue 1,064.2 581.6 82.98%

Earnings Before 
Interest & Tax (EBIT)

27.1 12.5 116.80%

AUD millions

http://hnn.bz/
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Mr Morrice stated that “no significant retailer 
has left the [IHG store] network”.

IHG expects to declare annualised gross 
savings of $20 million to $25 million through 
synergies by the end of FY2017/18.

Store numbers

A chart accompanying the presentation slides 
indicates that store numbers between April 2017 
and October 2017 dropped for Mitre 10 by four 
to 301 total; by 3 for HTH (and related brands) 
to 365; and by three for True Value to 64. That 
meant the overall store network of 740 was 
reduced to 730.

Overall, 16 new stores joined IHG, and 26 
dropped out.

Analyst discussions

Unusually, the CEO of Metcash, Mark Laidlaw 
was available to answer questions on IHG. Over 
the past two years, none of the divisional heads 
have answered questions, with Mr Morrice 
fielding them all.

Perhaps the most interesting single statement 
made by Mr Laidlaw was in response to a ques-
tion by Tom Kierath of Morgan Stanley about 
whether changes would be made to the brand-
ing of IHG. Mr Laidlaw replied:

Not necessarily going to answer your branding 
question because I haven’t told the Home -- or 
the Mitre 10 stores -- about that, but we are in 
no rush to move to one brand, no rush, because 
they’re two very good brands.

In terms of what the priorities have been for 
IHG over the past 12 months, Mr Laidlaw said:

So, the big focus for the first 12 months has 
really been getting the customer trading terms 
in place. And that was part of the undertaking 
by the ACCC as well. So, we had to get trust and 
transparency with the HTH members, because 
there is competitive pressure out there. There’s 
some buying groups that are certainly knocking 
on their doors. So, it’s very important for us to 
get consistent trading terms out so those HTH 
stores knew they are buying exactly the same 
price as Mitre 10 and the company stores. So that 
was the key focus that was put in place August 
1. Gone well. Early days but gone well. We have 
to build trust and transparency with those HTH 
members. It took us five years to do that with 
Mitre 10.

When asked about what synergies had 
emerged in the combination of Mitre 10 with 

HTH, Mr Laidlaw agreed with Metcash’s chief 
financial officer that rationalising the over-
head base, utilisation of distribution centres 
and better merchandise trading terms were all 
important elements. But he also added a fourth: 
human resources, especially as it applied to the 
management team at HTH:

Without going too far, the management team 
that was in place in HTH has been a Woolworths 
management team that have been there for 30-
plus years, I think nearly every member on that 
team. So yes, the HR synergies have been strong 
and the DC synergies is the other one. 

Analysis

The inclusion of results from HTH with virtu-
ally no breaking-out of its contributions makes 
it very difficult to compare performance from 
this half with the pcp. We will have to wait until 
June 2018, when we will be able to break out the 
second half results from the full year results 
before we can establish a clear comparison.

If there is any shift that we can detect in Mitre 
10’s approach, there does seem to be an increas-
ing focus on trade business. At the same time, 
however, there is still an ongoing investment in 
DIY/consumer sales as well. The entire Sapphire 
program, for example, seems to be based more 
on boosting consumer than trade.

http://hnn.bz/
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One wonders if one avenue Mitre 10 could 
take would be to think about an equivalent 
to Sapphire for trade. When we look at trade 
operations such as the one run by Matt Corn-
well at Doncaster Mitre 10, where high-level 
builders are rarely seen in-store, instead placing 
orders by phone, fax or email, with those orders 
delivered using state-of-the-art tracing and de-
livery systems, it seems there would be room for 
packaging that kind of system up into standard 
system, with training, for other Mitre 10 stores. 
(See our profile of Doncaster Mitre 10 in this 
issue for more details.)

As to the potential renaming of the Indepen-
dent Hardware Group back to Mitre 10, certainly 
the hint given by Mr Laidlaw in his answer to 
that question suggests that it is now less likely. 

Unless, of course, this is a bit of misdirection. 
It’s interesting that while both Mitre 10 and 
“Home” were mentioned around 10 times each in 
the results presentation, IHG seems not to have 
been mentioned at all. The same holds true for 
the slides accompanying the presentation. 

That could indicate that at the IHG Expo in 
Adelaide there will be an announcement that 
the brands will be amalgamated. It could also 
be simply an acknowledgement that the “IHG” 

concept has gained little traction, and that 
members continue to identify strongly as either 
Mitre 10 or HTH.

Jeff Adams, the new managing director for Metcash

http://hnn.bz/
http://www.hbt.net.au/current-promotions/were-pinking-up-this-october
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It takes about five seconds looking at the 
planning map for the area surrounding Ian 
Cornwell’s Doncaster Mitre 10 to realise that 
Ian is a brilliant man. 

The online mapping software supplied by the 
Victorian government shows a sea of red shad-
ing, surrounding a small triangle of dark green, 
with the designation “MZU”. MZU stands for 
“multi-zone use”. And the red shading that sur-
rounds it for dozens of kilometres on all sides? 
That’s standard residential zoning. 

DONCASTER  
BLUE BLOODS
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It is also one of Melbourne’s more prestigious suburban 
areas, with an average dwelling price that has now crept up 
over $1,300,000. It’s just barely in the “golden zone”: under half 
an hour’s commute by car to the Melbourne CBD, an hour by 
public transport, or 75 minutes on a bike. The main wave of 
building, replacing orchards with big, spreading residences, 
took place in the 1970s and 1980s, though a second wave of 
building, at greater density, has been sweeping through since 
2010. 

And that MZU triangle? That’s where Doncaster Mitre 
10 is located. If having its own special zoning designation is 
not enough, the store is also positioned along a major tran-
sit route, Anderson’s Creek Road, and next door, sharing the 
same lot, is a heavy building materials business, with big 
trucks moving in and out carrying loads of sand and other 
heavy goods throughout the day.

It is a store location and position to truly be envied. There 
is not only the new building of apartments, but also a steady 
upgrading of existing homes, some renovation, some tear-
down and replace. Added to that, as the population trends 
upwards, are infrastructure projects for schools, care facili-
ties and council buildings. It would have looked pretty good 
20 years ago, when Ian first took over the property in 1997. 
Today it looks simply terrific.

Origins
As you might expect, this good a situation did not happen 

all by itself. It really traces its origins all the way back to 1928, 
and over the three past generations of the Cornwell’s history 
in hardware retail. 

It’s also a bit more than that family history, of course. The 
Cornwell family was an early convert to the Mitre 10 cause. 
Even though there has been some change of circumstances 
in the group — moving from the original independent group, 
to the acquisition by Metcash, and now the addition of the 
Home Timber & Hardware Group (HTH) — retailers of Ian’s 
generation see loyalty to Mitre 10 as an important ingredient 
to their success. In fact, Ian used an expression that is not 
heard that often nowadays, calling himself a “blue blood”, one 
of those dedicated to Mitre 10 through and through. 

The other strong influence on the business has been the 
Cornwell family’s efforts to assist in broader movements 
in the hardware industry. Ian’s father was involved with 
the forming of the original Hardware Federation back in 
the 1950s (and Ian still has copies of the minutes from that 
group’s meetings). Ian himself started to get involved, con-
centrating on the associations for independent retailers, in 
the 1990s. Since then he has served in senior positions with 
Hardware Australia, including as chairman.

The Blue Bloods
• One of the keys to the success of 

Doncaster Mitre 10 is its location 
in a heavily residential area

• The store was opened in late 
1997, as a growth alternative to 
a long-established store in an 
inner-Melbourne suburb

• Originally a nursery, the owner, 
Ian Cornwell, converted it to a 
hardware store over time, after 
he had the zoning of the store’s 
location changed from residen-
tial to multi-use

• In 2007 the store began to con-
centrate on its trade business, 
which has now become its main 
growth area

• Trade is run by Ian’s son, Matt, 
who will be taking over the 
entire store operations in the 
near future

• Ian has been a long-time mem-
ber of Mitre 10, and believes 
the brand is effective, and has 
helped him to achieve success

• Ian has also been very active in 
associations such as Hardware 
Australia, and intends to contin-
ue that work
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This understanding that independents need to present 
a united front might be the result of a long history in an 
industry that has gone through some tough times. Cornwell’s 
Paint Shop opened at 460 Sydney Road, Brunswick, in inner 
Melbourne, Victoria in 1928. Which was, on reflection, not the 
best year to choose to start a new enterprise. When the Great 
Depression came to Australia, most businesses were reduced 
to doing whatever they could just to keep going. 

The Brunswick store, it started off as a paint shop. That was 
back in the late 1920s. The depression hit, and I remember 
that my Dad would just go around and simply look for stock 
that he could sell. That’s what happens. 
That business then evolved from paint and wallpaper into 
selling pots and pans, potties, anything that they could sell. 
They continued really to evolve the store, you know, Mum and 
Dad. Because they were in what is largely an Italian area, they 
moved into Italian glassware, all that sort of thing.
Ian himself joined the hardware business full-time shortly 

after he graduated from LaTrobe University with a degree in 
chemistry in 1979. After a talk with his father, he decided he 
would give working in the family store a trial for six months 
or so, then they would assess the situation. They never got 
around to assessing the situation, and 37 years later Ian is still 
working at the family business.

Development
Cornwell’s Mitre 10, as the Brunswick store became known, 

continued to flourish through the 1980s. In 1990 Ian’s father 
passed away, and the store fell largely under his management. 

Planning map for 
Doncaster East shows 
that Doncaster Mitre 10 
has a useful exception as 
a multi-use zone.
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As it shifted and changed its focus to adapt to the rapidly 
changing area in which it was located, Ian tried out various 
lines of business. 

One experiment that the store did try for a time was kitch-
ens, starting in the late 1970s, before hardware store kitchens 
became popular. 

We found back then, and I think it is still similar now, that a cus-
tomer would come in with the measurements of the kitchen 
and you would order the benchtops, and invariably the bench-
top would be wrong because the customer had done some of 
measurements wrong. 
So we ended up on every order having to go out to the site 
to double-check the figures. “Going out” in that case meant 
sending me, and that would end up being done on Friday 
nights because people would have to be home, so we would 
work until eight or nine on Fridays. Then I would also be going 
out after work to measure kitchens, or Saturday lunchtime, and 
after work Saturday. And so on. So over time it just became a 
little bit too onerous.
This highly personal approach was a hallmark of the 

Brunswick store. The store manager at the time, Byard Shep-
pard, knew many of the customers on a first name basis. It 
was quite common for staff to drop by the homes of custom-
ers on their drive home, not only to deliver items, but some-
times to assemble them as well. 

Under Ian’s management the store also expanded, moving 
from a single storefront to a double-front, as it took over the 
adjacent store space. It was also extended further back in its 
lot, eventually claiming around 400 square metres of floor-
space. Ian tried expanding still further, and looked at taking 
over even more space, but the cost proved prohibitive. 

I was looking for a new challenge. So I thought, let’s expand 
the business, make it bigger. We inquired about the price 
of land to sort of go next-door by about so much, and it was 
quite simply millions of dollars. Looking back I have to say, it 
would’ve been a good investment!
But it just wasn’t really practical, even back then. Not for hard-
ware, to spend that sort of money and expect to get any return 
on it.
Instead, around about 1996, Ian began looking for a second 

store elsewhere.

The Doncaster store
The first attempt at finding a 

second location did not work well, 
with a potential deal for a store 
along Doncaster Road falling 
through (it later became a Mer-
cedes Benz dealership). At least, 
though, Ian’s attention had been 
shifted to the Doncaster area, and 
the location along Anderson’s 

The original Cornwell’s 
Paint shop
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Creek Road came to his attention. The only problem was that, 
at that time, the location was being used as a nursery. 

There was a full-blown nursery here. They used to operate a 
nursery on the side, and on the bottom [down the slope of 
land on the site], the original owners operated a sand and soil 
company that is still running next-door. As you may know, a 
nursery can actually operate on residential land.
What happened next is what one assumes often happens 

when Ian gets involved: what might seem an insurmountable 
obstacle turns out to be more flexible than imagined.

When we first moved in, we sort of took over the site as though 
we were a nursery. Then we went to the area council with a 
zone change request, and the owner did not object, which 
was really nice, so we were able to get the zoning change to a 
mixed use zone. I would have to say, that probably the land-
lord was not exactly entirely aware of what was going on. It 
was a change from a premium classification down to a lesser 
one, and not many people would’ve gone along with that.
But we got away with it. And that 
change meant that we could then 
trade as a hardware, because a 
hardware store technically cannot 
trade in a residentially zoned area.
So that’s why this Mitre 10 store 
could be established on what was 
once a residential location.
The site was selected not just be-

cause it was situated in the midst 
of a residential area. Ian was also 
applying knowledge he had picked 
up on overseas study trips.

The reason I thought the site would 
work, was very much due to a 
conclusion I’d reached when we 
had gone on trips overseas, and 
had seen The Home Depot chain 
in the US. A bit over 20 years ago 
when I first went there, they were 
saying that Ace Hardware could 
survive where there were satellite 
stores. What they meant was that 
you had Home Depot stores sort of 
sitting in the middle, then you had 
an independent store here, and an 
independent store there, “orbiting” 
the Home Depot store. So in our 
location here we are sort of on a 
feeder route that runs through to 
Warrandyte and onto the Bunnings 
in Nunawading. 

Top, the Brunswick Street 
Bunnings which opened 
in 2015, and contrib-
uted to the closure of 
Cornwell’s Mitre 10.
Bottom, it takes some 
time, but the presence 
of the hardware store 
slowly fades away, soon 
to be forgotton.
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The thing is, basically people stop at different points to save 
different amounts of money — if that makes any sense. Some 
people will drive all the way to Bunnings just to save 20 cents, 
other people will only drive to Bunnings if they can save $100. 
You pick off different people at different distances depending 
on their circumstances, and what they’re looking for. The posi-
tion of the store was right to maximise some of that traffic.
Of course, like most savvy, independent retailers in Austra-

lia today, he keeps a careful, watchful eye on what Bunnings 
is up to, and how it is going to affect his future. With good 
reason: what finally put an end to the long-running Bruns-
wick store was the opening of a smaller format Bunnings, 
virtually right across the street.

The current location is more protected from competition, 
again because of the unique zoning situation.

We are lucky enough, because of what’s around, that it is diffi-
cult for Bunnings to get in, or John Bowen to get in, or any of 
the rest. So that means not having to compete with too many 
retail hardware sites, as we are protected from others moving 
in to the immediate area.
Though, of course, no independent is every entirely in the 

clear.
Having said that, Bunnings is going to put a store in nearby 
at Westfield shopping centre. Which will be interesting, you 
know, they are a competitor wherever they go, but, perhaps 
naïvely, I don’t think it’s going to have all that much of an 
effect. 
It did have an effect on the Sydney Rd, Brunswick store, 
because the businesses were so similar. But our model here 
at Doncaster of being more trade-oriented, that’s something 
where they would struggle to compete with us. Even with that 
new site it would be a place where it would be awkward for 
tradies to get in. With the store integrating apartments, the 
need for parking for those apartments, and the traffic that gets 
created, it’s likely that Saturday mornings are going to be very 
interesting, for example.

Brand strategy
After setting up 

the store in Don-
caster, and getting 
up and running 
by October 1997, 
Ian also made a 
change to the orig-
inal Brunswick 
store: he altered 
its branding from 
Mitre 10 to True-
Value.

For such a densely pop-
ulated area, relatively 
few hardware stores. 
The new Bunnings set 
to open along Doncaster 
Road is still far enough 
way to have limited 
influence on Mitre 10 
Doncaster.
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At the Brunswick store we moved from being a Mitre 10 store 
to being a TrueValue store, making the transition at the time 
we opened the store at Doncaster. So in a sense, we actual-
ly went backwards, backwards in the sense of the apparent 
brand value. 
We also started the Doncaster store under the TrueValue 
brand, because it was quite a bit smaller when we first came 
here — only later did we extend it out. So part of the logic 
behind the move was that then we would have two stores that 
were in the same group, which would make them a little bit 
easier to manage.
 The other thing was that this would take a little bit of the focus 
off the promotions. Back then, the promotions really weren’t 
necessarily bringing the people in the door. And we were cu-
rious about how the Mitre 10 brand, how our business would 
change, because the environment was changing, Bunnings 
was getting going, and so forth.
As it turned out, this “down-branding” was a good move.

So the exercise was a good one. When we started we dropped 
about 20% in dollar turnover going from Mitre 10 to TrueVal-
ue, so that certainly showed that the Mitre 10 brand really had 
a strong value back then. 
On the other hand, our profitability actually increased be-
cause going with the TrueValue brand did not cost as much is 
going with the Mitre 10 brand. So even though your turnover 
decreased, at that time [late 1990s] Mitre 10 were putting out 
four catalogueues, and we were struggling in that smaller 
size store to maximise the way the catalogue worked because 
there were just so many products.

Succession
One thing that becomes clear in speaking with Ian is that, 

being a third-generation hardware retailer himself, he really 
understands some important things about family success in 
retail. He himself knew that, as much as he respected their 
legacy, he didn’t want to do exactly what his parents had 
done.

The reason I wanted to expand the old store at Brunswick was 
that I didn’t want to spend all my 
time just serving behind the count-
er. Not that there’s anything wrong 
with that, there are lots of people 
who do that and are happy. But I 
didn’t want to just do that myself. 
My role totally changed, once we 
grew bigger, and the job became 
managing two stores, and whatever. 
So you become more about being 
a people manager, and get more 
involved in more strategic stuff, 
and that sort of thing. That’s more 
of what I enjoy, so it is a welcome 
development. 

An usual feature for 
the hardware store, an 
in-floor fish pond. Ian 
Cornwell says this was 
part of a plan to clearly 
differentiate the store 
from Bunnings and 
other big-box outlets.
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That is especially so with running two stores, and it’s only been 
since November 2017 that we shut Brunswick down. At the 
same time the store at Doncaster has just been growing, and 
growing. We used to say that every $1 we spent at Doncaster 
would return $10, while every $1 we spent in Brunswick would 
return something like $1.50. So, Doncaster, this was the store 
for the grandchildren.
An important key not just to succession, to to keeping 

going in retail, is being able to get your head around the need 
to change, Ian says. 

Retail really is about shifting. You have to enjoy what you’re do-
ing. But you also have to be prepared to change in retail. And 
I guess every business has to do it. You know milkbars have 
come and gone and instead we have convenience stores, the 
taxi industry with Uber is another prime example. Business has 
to alter because of competitors coming into the market.
The thing is that years ago if I told my father that the eighth-
inch drillbit was not going to be the biggest selling item that 
you had in your hardware store, he would have thought I was 
crazy. You know there are these things that are called self 
drilling screws now, you don’t really need drill bits? Everything 
changes in the end. So you can’t let yourself get into a dead-
lock, all those products that you’re selling now and that you 
think you will be selling in five years time, the reality turns out 
to be totally different.

The move to trade
As it turned out, one of the keys to Ian securing family suc-

cession at Doncaster Mitre 10 was making a big change, from 
being consumer-focussed to being trade-focussed. It was 
through trade that Ian’s son, Matt Cornwell, become involved 
in the business as a manager.

The Brunswick Street store remained dedicated to con-
sumer retail throughout its history, up until it finally closed 
in November 2017. While the Doncaster Mitre 10 store started 
out with a focus on consumer, it moved to trade around 2007.

Exterior view from the 
main entrance to the 
store. While it is no 
longer a nursery, plants 
and gardening supplies 
continue to play an 
important role for the 
store.
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The business was certainly very retail to start with. We took 
over the nursery, and we kept running it as a nursery, until we 
put hardware in. But as time has gone on, we’ve moved further 
away from the nursery as you can see. Instead, trade in tim-
ber has taken over more of the business, and the mix of the 
business has totally changed. All that happened just through 
necessity, I guess.
When we started trade it was really sort of out of the back 
shed, though we had a good trade manager at the time. He 
had applied for a job at the Brunswick store. He had been 
out of industry for a while, and at the time I said, “Not really 
a place for you at Brunswick, but we’re thinking about doing 
timber at Doncaster, is it too far to drive?” He used to live out 
near Tullamarine [Airport] on the other side of Melbourne. 
He was great. He didn’t mind the travel, he just started at 
7:00am and drove all the way across. 
So he got us up and running, because, you know, trade is not 
actually my background. There are different types of hardware 
retailers, you have some who have a hardware background 
that’s mostly pots and pans, others who have a timber back-
ground. I was more the pots and pans background, I guess. 
That was because of growing up with the store at Sydney Road 
in Brunswick, which which is more of a traditional store. So I 
needed somebody from the trade side, and this guy was good 
at that.
Not that things started running smoothly just because the 

Doncaster store had a good trade business manager.
So in the early days, people would ring up and say “I need 
a pack of flooring”, or this and that, and we would tell them 
“yeah not a problem,” then we’d get off the phone and say, 
“Okay now how the heck are we going to get that?” That was 
just how it started, you know, you never say no!
Meanwhile, Matt had started working at the store in 2008, 

and he began working in the trade area. It was a situation 
that suited both Matt and Ian.

The timber yard. As part 
of being in a multi-
use zone, the store is 
limited in the amount of 
under-cover space it can 
provide. Instead, there 
is much creative use of 
awnings and gazebo-like 
structures.
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Timber is also complex, and it is not a forte of mine. So, Matt 
was lucky enough to learn under this guy, he was a good man-
ager, and a good role model for him. That manager decided 
to move on, I guess maybe five years ago, at which time Matt 
would of been around 25 years old, so I asked him “So, do 
you want to have a crack at managing trade yourself?” And he 
right away said, “Yep.”
Whatever the side benefits were, however, it was evident 

that moving into trade, and specifically into timber supply, 
was the best way to keep the store profitable into the future.

Our best move was ultimately identifying a decade ago that 
the market here needed a trade and timber business because 
there was no ready access to trade and timber. So there was a 
niche that we could get into, and it seems clear that Bunnings 
does not do trade as well as they do other hardware. They cer-
tainly have a trade business, but they don’t do it as well as they 
do hardware. They do hardware exceptionally well. So it was 
about identifying that developing market. That is what retail is 
about. It’s about evolving, constantly moving.

Mitre 10
With such long experience of being a part of Mitre 10, HNN 

couldn’t resist bringing up one of the most puzzling 
periods in the history of the group. In 2001 Bunnings 
was thought to control around 6.5% of the Australian 
hardware market, while Mitre 10 held 12%. In June 2001 
Wesfarmers bought Howard Smith for $2.7 billion, mov-
ing to control 13% of the market, becoming for the first 
time the largest hardware retailer in Australia.

That shift motivated Mitre 10 to launch an expan-
sion program. The company decided to brand its stores 
based on size and purpose. AdNews described the new 
strategy succinctly:

After conducting research into consumer shopping habits, 
Mitre 10 is converting its stores into four specific formats: 
Mitre 10 handy stores, for everyday hardware needs; 
solution stores, designed to appeal to women and home 
decorators; home & trade, for 
builders and tradesmen; and the 
MEGA stores, for everyone.
Frank Whitford, the Mitre 10 

CEO at that time, was the prime 
architect of the plan. He was, in 
particular, a fan of the MEGA 
stores, which he saw as helping 
to further develop the market for 
women. He described the appeal 
like this:

Mitre 10 expects 60% of MEGA 
shoppers to be women, so the 
stores are brightly coloured and 
easy to navigate, and include kitch-

Stihl has made a push into Mitre 10 
stores, offering a full display kit. Ian 
Cornwell believes the brand works well 
for him and his customers.
“We took Stihl on about four years ago or 
so now. We were one of the earliest stores 
to follow their sort of retail model. They 
have quite a few stores now. It works re-
ally well here because it is a good brand, 
it has a point of difference and it’s not 
stocked by Bunnings. It’s a recognised 
brand in our demographic.
“It’s a good product, the way it is sold. It’s 
actually assembled for the customer in 
the store, then they take away and use it. 
What we do is to sell the one that is on 
display, then assemble another one to 
put on the display. If you just pull most 
products straight off the shelf, like a drill, 
people think well I’d rather get one that’s 
new in a box, so this way where we’re 
pulling the assembled product off the 
shelf and selling that to them they know 
that they’re getting the full treatment 
the full warranty and everything else. It 
doesn’t take long for the guys to assem-
ble another one. 
“You don’t get returns on Stihl, in gen-
eral, because it’s a really good brand. So 
once you sell it, it’s done.”
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en and bathroom displays, CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) 
systems to help with interior design, as well as consultants and 
installation services.
The new strategy did not work. By 2009 Mitre 10 had 

crashed to a 5.9% market share, while Bunnings had grown to 
an 18% share. Mitre 10 was in serious financial trouble. Its re-
corded profit for 2007/08 was just $1.3 million, and in 2008/09 
it reported a loss of $11.7 million, dragged down by the need 
to close and write-off its underperforming, corporate-owned 
stores. That opened the door for the then-CEO of Metcash, 
Andrew Reitzer, to move to purchase Mitre 10.

Ian lived through those times with Mitre 10, so we asked 
him what he made of it. Was Mr Whitford’s strategy fatally 
flawed?

If we’re talking about the time before Metcash took over Mitre 
10, it is evident that at that time Mitre 10 had a few executives 
that didn’t necessarily make the right decisions. Absolutely, 
they lost their way. Individual stores I think right through that 
time, if they were well-run, were still going well, and were still 
making money. So there probably would’ve been a drop off 
in stores, there were stores that 
would have in that period of time 
gone to different brands, which is 
something that would never have 
happened before that time.
One of the big issues at the time 
was that there was a lot of trou-
ble getting stock. I think that was 
because the warehouse at the time 
was lacking money, so there were a 
lot of out-of-stocks, and things like 
that. Again I’m not sure exactly what 
sort of figures you’re looking at, but 
if you’re looking at the warehouse 
turnover and things such as that, 
there was some leakage going out 
to direct buyers and so forth.
Certainly I do think you can say that 
Frank Whitford didn’t seem to have 
the goals that were exactly the right 
ones for Mitre 10 at that time. That 
created a few issues.
That said, though, Ian doesn’t 

think the idea of tiered stores was 
misguided, and it had a number of 
strong positives.

I don’t necessarily think that the 
strategy of the three tiers was 
actually incorrect, although it wasn’t 
executed very well. 
It was designed really to help con-
sumers identify that Brunswick — for 
example — was a Mitre 10 Handy, or 

While Ian Cornwell is 
a “true blue” Mitre 10 
person, that doesn’t 
stop him from departing 
from the store display 
wisdom of the brand. 
Where most Mitre 10 
stores — and especially 
the Sapphire stores — 
favour a bench display 
of tools, Ian prefers this 
type of wall display. It’s 
more compact, and the 
entire range of tools can 
be taken in at a single 
glance.
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Mitre 10 “Express” type of store. The name “Express” would be 
better of course, but they could not use it, as it was owned by 
Coles. 
The logic behind it was the same as when, say, you go to 
Coles Express now, you know that it is not the full blown Coles, 
everyone accepts that. The difference with their strategy now is 
that, they place their pricing in Express at the same level as the 
bigger supermarket stores — well, at least they certainly market 
it that way!
Whereas in Mitre 10 we never did that. So the smaller stores 
such as the Handy store and was still going to be a lot dearer. 
So there was nothing really wrong with that actual concept.
At that time, Ian had changed the branding of the Bruns-

wick store back to Mitre 10, returning to the main brand after 
the switch to the TrueValue sub-brand. That ended up being 
a good fit for the store.

The Mitre 10 “Handy” branded store worked much better for 
us, because we had a smaller format of catalogue. We didn’t 
have the full blown catalogue. We had the equivalent of the 
front the back page of the main catalogue.
Whatever his thoughts about Mitre 10’s past, Ian is very 

pleased with the direction the company is going in recent 
years.

In terms of the direction that Mitre 10 is going at the moment 
we are very happy with it. Going back to talk about trade, and 
just the timing of it, we actually timed moving into trade just at 
the time when Mitre 10 started to focus on trade.
 When we started we were sort of just underneath the thresh-
old of what they would see as being a trade store, but they 
saw the potential in us, in where we were going and what we 
are doing, so they let us come in to the trade business. And 
so we’ve grown at the same time that Mitre 10 grew its trade 
business because they’ve realised how good that is to the 
independent sector as well. 
But I think that, yes, the Metcash consolidation of the indepen-
dents and that sort of thing, that has got to be good for the 
independent market.
Ian also sees the Mitre 10 branding, its trade competitions, 

giveaways and overall advertising, as giving his business a 
boost.

I think where the Mitre 10 marketing helps us with its branding 
is in the younger demographic, the younger tradie. They might 
watch “The Block”, for example, so that means that they 
feel confident in the brand. 
It’s not sort of as though you advertise a $299 wine fridge 
and people are lining up for it the next morning — though 
I do think that there is a lot more potential in that sort of 
areas as well. But I think it’s a case of the credibility being 
there, and I think that they are continuing to work on the 
price perception, which has been an issue for Mitre 10 
stores. There’s more stuff going online now, so they have 
the right focus and direction to help us out. So I think it’s 
a solid brand, and it really suits us.

Ian Cornwell shifted his 
family’s original store on 
Brunswick Road to the 
“Handy” format when 
that became available. It 
created a point of differ-
ence for the store, and 
Mitre  10 at that time 
(early 2000s) matched 
its promotional structure 
to the tier of store.
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The numbers
Ian is transitioning now away from daily management, and 

towards working a four-day week. One of the things that’s 
standing in the way of Matt taking over more of the opera-
tions is, paradoxically, the success of the timber and trade 
business.

Circumstances just sort of happened and they were smashed 
and hammered in the trade area, in a really good way, busi-
ness-wise, but it’s meant that we haven’t been able to change 
our structure right away to get him back up here [in the main 
office]. 
So we are still working on the succession side of things. He 
needs to know more about the business in general. He loves 
timber, loves trade, but he’s not a big fan of the hardware part 
of it. We do have our store manager that used to run the store 
in Brunswick who has come now to work here in Doncaster. 
He’ll probably be doing that for another three or four years 
we would think. So that’s good for Matthew because he’ll have 
that kind of resource available to him.
I think the thing that I’m mostly doing at the moment is looking 
after the accounting. I often say it’s a bit of a case of good cop/
bad cop, because Matthew and the sales guys sell stuff to the 
tradies, then I’m the one that rings up later and says “where’s 
the money?” Matthew has been quote training me unquote, 
so he’s got me saying “How’s has your day been? How’s it 
going?” rather than going straight to “Where’s my money?” 
(Laughs.)
This isn’t really much of a transition, as Ian has always had 

a strong accounting approach to the business.
My role is figures based, it always has been. You know all the 
old sayings, watch the pennies and the pounds will come. 
Those are sayings that come from our grandfathers and so 
forth. And they can also be detrimental to business, so that’s 
where the balance of Matthew is good because you also have 
to spend money to make money as well. So it’s really a matter 
of keeping that control going.
For example in the trade end of 
the business, with timber you can’t 
afford to be out of timber, so that 
means you have to preempt and 
forecast. More so than when it 
comes to hardware, where you’re 
continually getting stock provided 
through constant ordering. In terms 
of order fulfillment Mitre 10 and 
Metcash are good nowadays, as far 
as constant supply stock.
Asked which numbers he keeps 

the closest track on, Ian agrees 
that margin is one of them.

When you say margin I guess I 
would say that I pay more attention 

A good way to display 
lawn mowers. The open 
shelves makes it easy 
to see the range, and 
by stacking them, the 
display takes up less 
valuable space.
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to dollar margin than to percentage margin. So, if we were 
talking about it with paint or whatever it might be, your actual 
margin in terms of the percentage margin is not always the 
figure to watch. It can end up being a lesser figure, depending 
on the costs. For example, with Wattyl paint at the moment we 
have higher dollar margin on it because it’s a cheaper product. 
But there is a lower percentage in the end, if that makes any 
sense.
Another number that is important to Ian is stock turns, 

though he realised that paying too much attention to that 
one number has some side-effects.

Within the hardware area itself we’re sort of well over six stock 
turns a year, which is pretty good. But you need to get the bal-
ance that avoids being a bit too thin on stock as well. 
For example I was in Paul Stewart’s Mitre 10 store in Adelaide 
and I think he said he had something around four stock turns 
a year there. But the store looks really great because it just 
seems so full. So I came back and looked at our store, and we 
are a little bit thin here and a little bit thin there. You still have 
to create the image, that’s still important. You need to give the 
consumer the sense that you have stuff, and that you will have 
stuff in the future.
One tool Ian uses to help keep stock under control is the 

auto-stocking feature on his POS software. Ian uses a slightly 
unusual package for the hardware industry, Acumen, which 
is based out of Ballarat. He came across the company while 
helping a Mitre 10 committee choose standard POS packages, 
and he’s stuck with them for years. 

Acumen, their system was good, and it ended up that I liked it 
because we ended up being a bigger fish in a smaller pond, 
and it sort of has worked that way in the end. You can ring 
them up and say, “It would be really handy if we happen to 
have this or that feature”. And they are willing to do it, because 
they sort of think, well, if it works for us then it will work for 
other people too.
Ian particularly likes the way it handles auto-ordering.

The Acumen auto-ordering system 
can be based on different things. 
We started off with it by just using 
it to auto-order on the basis of two 
weeks worth of stock. Now we’ve 
moved from that to doing orders 
for departments on the basis of 
minimum and maximum, which 
is one of the more efficient ways 
that you can do that. But it still has 
that failsafe, where if you are out of 
something it brings it up, alerts you 
to say you need to order more.
Ian notes that it has a number 

of flow-on effects that can help to 
manage the store better.

While the nursery 
business has become 
second to the hardware 
business, Doncaster 
Mitre 10 still offers a 
wide range of gardening 
products.
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It takes some of the pressure off of you and the people on the 
store floor so you do not have to worry quite as much about 
running out. One of the problems that you run into in terms 
of managing a business like this is that department managers 
if they’re not ordering enough then they are not seen to be 
actually doing their jobs, if that makes sense. 
What they think is “I have to order because that’s basically 
what I do, so I’ll go and order now”. It becomes very easy to 
over order, when they think that they’re just doing the right 
thing. So now with the system they have the guidelines in 
place. But, you know, you still have to use judgment, for things 
like stocking up for Christmas. 
One area where Ian will continue to work hard, though, is 

with Hardware Australia to improve areas such as the penal-
ty rates that independent hardware retailers pay.

Bunnings have collective agreements that mean that they are 
paying their workers normal wages for Monday to Saturday 
time. We are at a disadvantage in that area as independent 
retailers. We have some independent retailers who are on 
agreements that have similar terms to those that Bunnings has. 
But we haven’t got all members. 
Now we are working with Fair Work Australia, and like every-
one else we are lobbying pretty heavily to pay these altered 
wages. And they have followed through and they’ve done the 
time-and-a-half penalty rates for Sundays, which is good.

The Next Generation: Matt Cornwell
The trade part of the Doncaster Mitre 10 is run out of a sep-

arate building located in the middle of the timber yard. After 
the muted dimness of the hardware store’s office above the 
shopfloor, with that comfortable feel rooms get when they’ve 
been used by the same people for 20 years or more, the trade 
centre seems crisp, brilliantly lit. There is a small ante-room 
with displays of trade-only specialty products, then through 
a door is what could be called the operations room.

Matt is seated behind a modern 
desk with a very large, curved 
computer monitor in front of him. 
Another screen shows a video feed 
from half a dozen surveillance 
cameras in the timber yard, giv-
ing him a clear view of any work 
that is in progress. At a desk flat 
against one wall two men are seat-
ed in front of two more computer 
screens, and throughout the time 
we’re in the office they seem to be 
almost constantly on the tele-
phone, making calls or answering 
them.

Trade-oriented Mitre 10 
branding plays a big part 
in the interior design of 
the store.
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In a sense, Ian has already forewarned us about how this 
operation is being run. He told us: 

The best builders we have, we’re not even seeing anymore, 
they are on the phone, they’re talking to two people we have 
in the office here. They get most of their orders delivered. The 
service that we’re able to give the builders, is part of the rea-
son we can compete well in that area against Bunnings. 
Builders occasionally make an order where they have forgot-
ten stuff. They will ring us up about 9 o’clock the night before 
and say, you know, can I have this tomorrow morning? And in 
general if there’s any way that we can fix that, we will certainly 
do it. Whereas Bunnings would probably have a truck with the 
order on it sitting in their depot already, so they’re not nimble 
enough to change the order. So that’s one advantage we’ve 
got.
Matt talks easily about the kind of business they typically 

do.
Well, around here the business is sort of about redevelopment 
as well as constructing new homes. That includes single-story 
houses and double-story houses, we have a lot of townhouses 
going up in this area. So that is the market in which we our-
selves are pretty strong. Particularly in supplying materials for 
those forms of construction. One of our strengths is being able 
to ensure supply on just a couple of days notice.
We are working both with established relationships with 
builders, as well as picking up the business from new builders 
who are entering into this area. We’re effectively growing with 
the market as it grows. As we acquire these new customers, we 
find that our trade business continues to expand.
Ian adds to that:

There is a lot of building at happening, I guess, so that’s where 
we’re lucky enough to be tapping into it. The building corridor 
is much larger than the immediate neighbourhood. For us, it 

Matt Cornwell at his desk 
in the Trade Centre. On 
the screen in the back-
ground are the video 
feeds from four cameras 
in the timber yard, 
helping him to monitor 
work in progress. 
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pushes down to Balwyn, that sort of way. Whereas the retail 
punter in Balwyn would go to Bunnings instead of coming 
here, the builders in contrast are so loyal with us, they might 
duck in [to Bunnings] for little bits and pieces, but they come 
here for the major orders.
But the business isn’t just waiting for builders to come to 

them, it’s also actively out seeking new kinds of supplies it 
can offer. Matt explains:

So we have one sales rep who goes out into the marketplace. 
He looks at picking up new business as well as servicing 
existing customers. He handles almost everything including 
things such as door hardware, handles — everything. He starts 
by providing just the standard stuff to a building site, then the 
rep will go in and find out what sort of other things the site 
requires that we can sell to them as well.
For example, we just recently did a school project, in Pascoe 

Vale, that needed a kind of specialised cladding. We worked 
with the builder, found out off the plan what the architect 
had specified. That resulted in the sale of $100,000 worth of 
cladding. So, we do lots of things like that. We find out what 
is specified, a lot of times no one will have that readily avail-
able. That means it’s something that has to be manufactured 
specially for those builders, which we can then do.

Instead of saying “no, we don’t have that”, we say instead, 
“what is it? Where is it?”, And of course “how much can we 
make off it?”
A lot of builders themselves don’t actually know what they’re 
going to require. For a lot of these guys, the requirement is to 
have something written on a piece of paper, so we have a real 
advantage because we have staff working here that are pretty 
trained up, so they know what product is what. That means that 
just one little thing that gets mentioned by a builder will make 
them prick up their ears and say something like, “yeah we’ve 
supplied that before”. Even if it was something that was done 
say 10 years ago, they remember and then we are able to help 
the builder establish that supply.
All of this forward thinking is backed up by advanced 

systems that monitor supply and 
deliver to builders.

Our deliveries are documented 
through photographs and signa-
tures. Our software allows our deliv-
ery drivers to send a notification to 
customers to notify them that they 
might have 15 or 20 minutes before 
the truck arrives to complete the 
delivery. This enables the customer 
to remove anything that may get 
in the way of the delivery trucks, or 
tradie tools and so forth that might 
block access, which makes it easier 
for our trucks to pull in and com-
plete the delivery. 

One of the main tools 
that Matt Cornwell uses 
is GetSwift, a tracking 
and delivery perfor-
mance package. It helps 
to accurately predict the 
ETA for deliveries, which 
means drives can send 
SMS messages alerting 
customers when a deliv-
ery is close to arrival.
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When they unload they take photos, and all that goes into 
our system. That means that if there’s ever a question that’s 
brought up about what was actually delivered we had good 
documentation to refer to.
We’ve been using this system since the beginning of 2017. It’s 
good because now the customers are getting used to it. At the 
beginning many of the customers would be kind of alarmed. 
They would call us up ask, you know, “why are you sending me 
a text message?” 
Now they are at the point where instead they will say, “hey 
where is my text message?” If we’re doing loads, and we will 
be doing about 15 to 20 loads every day, which means they’ll 
have the morning category of loads already set the day before. 
So if a customer is expecting a delivery in the morning and 
hasn’t received his text message by 7:15 AM, then he knows 
there’s a problem, and can chase it up immediately. We don’t 
have to wait till later in the day for the customer to call up and 
ask us, “did my delivery go out?” That has a lot of consequenc-
es for builders making sure their site stays as productive as 
possible, and meets its deadlines.

Conclusion
It is fascinating that of everything that comes out of this 

story, the single brightest point really does come at the end. 
The possibilities of the kind of trade business that Matt and 
Ian have put together are quite large. It seems as though they 
are on the road to developing a kind of “just in time” system 
that can be used by builders, reducing some of the need for 
storing materials onsite, and enabling better use of cash re-
sources by dropping the lead period on orders.

It’s possible to imagine this emerging 
as a pattern throughout Mitre 10 stores 
that operate a timber yard. In effect Don-
caster Mitre 10 is operating as a kind of 
mini-warehouse for the end distribution 
of products, using many of the technologi-
cal tools that just 10 years ago would have 
been out of reach due to cost and complex-
ity.

Ian spoke of how his father, who had to 
work hard just to find things to sell during 
the Great Depression, would have been 
a little distressed to find that the eighth-
inch drill bit was no longer a popular item 
in a hardware store. But we would like to 
think that if he could know about what his 
grandson is up to nowadays he would have 
understood and been pleased. Because it is 
still that kind of constant carrying for-
ward, the discovering of needs, the uncov-
ering of supply, that all the Cornwells have 
been doing now for 90 years.

In Doncaster Mitre 
10’s Trade Centre, the 
familiar iMex display.
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Australian retail, mining and chemical con-
glomerate Wesfarmers announced on 5 Feb-
ruary 2018 that it was taking what amounts 
to a $1.026 billion write-down on its home 
improvement retail operations in the UK & 
Ireland. 

The trigger for the write-down was that 
Bunnings UK and Ireland (BUKI) suffered an 
accelerated loss during the first half of FY2018. 
BUKI produced estimated pre-tax losses of 
$165 million for the period from 1 July 2017 to 
31 December 2017. This contrasts with a mar-
ket forecast of losses of $110 million — for the 
entire 2018 financial year.

The BUKI Billion Blitz
Rob Scott, the new 
managing director of 
Wesfarmers, faces up to 
his first major challenge 
with loss-making Bun-
nings UK and Ireland. 
His response has been 
to put development on 
“Pause”, as the company 
explores its options.
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The core reason for this write-down, according to Bun-
nings, was a decline in its retail sales from mid-November to 
the end of December — or, to put this in more accurate and 
less euphemistic terms, BUKI saw sales collapse during the 
core of the Christmas retail season. While that decline in-
cluded both the 240 stores that are still branded as Homebase 
as well as the 19 Bunnings pilot stores, the company says it 
intends to concentrate on improving the returns from the 
Homebase network over the coming year.

Wesfarmers’ response to this failure has been to launch a 
review. According to a statement issued by Wesfarmers:

A review of BUKI has commenced to identify the actions re-
quired to improve shareholder returns. The review is focused 
on options to improve the trading performance of Homebase 
as well as further evaluating the performance of the pilot 
stores to inform the future plans for BUKI. 
The recently appointed managing director for Wesfarmers, 

Rob Scott, is quoted in the statement as saying:
We will take a disciplined approach to further capital deploy-
ment in BUKI and provide an update on the outcomes of the 
business review and our plans for a broader conversion to 
Bunnings at our Strategy Briefing Day in June.
The current managing director of Bunnings, Michael 

Schneider, is reported as making the following comments in 
the statement:

It is clear that a significant amount of change has been driven 
through Homebase since the acquisition and the disruption 
caused by the rapid repositioning of the business has contrib-
uted to greater than expected losses across the Homebase 
network.
Sales have been affected as non-core categories and conces-
sions were exited ahead of the implementation of the Bun-
nings format, and investments in price and new ranges have 
not offset these lost sales. Trading was particularly weak during 
the latter part of the first half of the 2018 financial year.
Our focus is on improving the profitability of Homebase 
through improved ranging and execution in stores, while con-
tinuing to develop plans for a broader conversion to Bunnings. 
The team has been strengthened, including through the addi-
tion of strong local expertise, to support improved outcomes.
The same statement also announces the retirement of 

the managing director of BUKI, Peter (PJ) Davis. Mr Davis is 
being replaced by BUKI’s chief operating officer (COO) Dami-
an McGloughlin. Mr McGloughlin was recruited in mid-2017 
from Kingfisher’s UK home improvement retail operation 
B&Q, where he had worked for 34 years. Former Officeworks 
executive David Haydon, who had previously been appointed 
as general manager at BUKI, will step into Mr McGloughlin’s 
former position as COO.

Mr Scott offered a valedictory comment on Mr Davis’s 
retirement, stating:

Causes of BUKI loses

• Wesfarmers has announced a 
write-down of over $1 billion for 
its BUKI operations

• BUKI is set to lose $165 million in 
the first half of 2017/18, in stark 
contrast of market forecasts 
of $110 million in losses for the 
entire financial year

• This loss was largely caused by 
very poor performance from 
mid-November to the end of 
2017

• That poor performance is 
thought to be caused by poor 
stocking choices for the winter 
season

• Wesfarmers has launched a 
review of BUKI, which will con-
clude in time for the results to 
be announced at the Wesfarm-
ers’ Strategy Day in June 2018

• According to Wesfarmers new 
managing director Rob Scott, 
all options are “on the table”, 
including shutting down BUKI 
and exiting the UK market

• The main problem has been 
identified as Homebase stores 
that are loss-making, despite 
a transformation of the stores  
which was planned to boost 
their revenues.

• These same stores made a profit 
when managed by The Home 
Group, prior to their acquisition 
by Wesfarmers

• Some measures BUKI may take 
to stem losses includes eliminat-
ing 10% of the current Home-
base store network, and reduc-
ing the costs of refitting stores 
to the Bunnings UK model

• Among other details, Mr Scott 
stated that kitchen sales, which 
had been previously identified 
as a loss-making problem, were 
“not material” to the current 
losses
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PJ has been instrumental in driving the growth and success of 
Bunnings for the past three decades and in the establishment 
of the Bunnings Warehouse format in Australia in the 1990s.
The statement reported a comment from the current man-

aging director of Bunnings, Michael Schneider:
Mr Schneider said he was grateful for the contributions Mr 
Davis has made to the Bunnings organisation and the culture 
of the business.

Presentation

The media and ASX release gave notice of the write-down 
itself and the departure of Mr Davis, but Wesfarmers made 
use of a combined investment analyst/media presentation to 
more fully articulate a general change in the direction of its 
strategy for BUKI. 

This event was hosted by Mr Scott and recently-appointed 
Wesfarmers chief financial officer (CFO), Anthony Gianotti. 
Held on 5 February 2018 at 11am AEDT, this 80-minute event 
began with an eight-minute introduction by Mr Scott, fol-
lowed by 45 minutes of questions from analysts, and finished 
with 25 minutes of questions by members of the mainstream 
media, including News Limited, Reuters, and several reporters 
from Fairfax Media.

While Mr Scott gave some strong indications of a change 
of direction in BUKI’s strategy, the discussion contained only 
hints of what might actually happen over the coming four 
months. Mr Scott’s repeated answer was to say that the re-
view mentioned earlier would have to be concluded first, with 
decisive action to be announced at the June 2018 Strategy Day. 

That said, what Mr Scott did deliver was an early preview 
of some of the analysis the company has made of exactly 
what is going wrong with BUKI, indicating the areas where 
the retail operation needed to change. Those areas were:
• The operations of the refitted Homebase stores.
• The importance (or unimportance) of kitchens.
• The strategy for the conversion of Homebase stores into 

pilot Bunnings UK stores.

Refitted Homebase stores
Much of the discussion during the 

presentation about the poor performance 
of BUKI as a whole concerned what Wes-
farmers now regards as poor choices made 
in the rapid refit of the Homebase stores in 
the year following their final acquisition in 
April 2016. 

In general terms, the new Wesfarmers 
viewpoint is that as Homebase was profit-
able when it was acquired by Wesfarmers, 
it should either have been left alone, or 
undergone only mild, and slow changes to 

Prior to the acquisi-
tion, Homebase was 
profitable.
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its retail offer. This was spelled out fairly clearly by Mr Scott 
in response to a question by a Morgan Stanley analyst, who 
asked whether Wesfarmers should simply “pull the plug”, and 
abandon the entire enterprise. Mr Scott responded:

It certainly would not be the preferred outcome. What we are 
mindful of is that a lot of the issues we are dealing with today 
have been, to be frank, self-induced. Two years ago Homebase 
was a business that was profitable. We now have a team that 
understands the UK market, we have a number of opportu-
nities to improve performance, and that is very much what 
we are focused on. But all options are open, and we will go 
through this review in a very detailed way, with a very strong 
focus on improving performance and reducing the cash loss-
es. We will be able to update on the outcomes of that review 
in June.
This followed on from some of the introductory remarks of 

Mr Scott, where he stated:
In summary, the trading losses [at BUKI] are a function of 
lost sales of exiting ranges such as kitchens, bathrooms, and 
decorative lines, together with various retail concessions. The 
expansion of ranging in core home improvement categories, 
together with a significant investment in price, did not offset 
the loss of sales and margins as a result of these changes.... 
The initial strategy was to rapidly reset the Homebase busi-
ness, to facilitate conversion to Bunnings. The pace and nature 
of this change was not well received by traditional Homebase 
customers. 
Later, in a response to a question by J.P. Morgan retail and 

consumer analyst Shaun Cousins on the difficulty in return-
ing Homebase to profitability, Mr Scott expanded on what he 
sees as the faults in the handling of the Homebase refit:

It is premature to be giving guidance, and the focus of this 
review that we are undertaking is really to better inform us on 
the opportunities and the actions that will improve profitability. 
So we will have more to update in June. 
While I think that conceptually the decision to exit various 
retail concessions was probably the right decision over 
time, the pace at which we exited those concessions, and 
the failure to present other range, other products that 
resonated with Homebase customers really contributed to 
some of these losses. 
Mr Scott is placing blame for the failure of the Home-

base transformation on both execution and strategy, 
in particular the rapid shift in customer base. This is 
a sharp change in Wesfarmers’ approach. From the 
time of the original acquisition up until the last an-
nual results presentation for Wesfarmers in August 
2017, the strategy of rapid and radical transformation 
of Homebase received support. At the annual results 
presentation for Wesfarmers in August 2016, this is how 
then-Bunnings Group CEO John Gillam described what 
was happening at Homebase in his prepared remarks:

Echo Lu was the 
managing director of 
Homebase at the time 
of its acquisition by Wes-
farmers. After assisting 
with the transition, Ms 
Lu was dismissed by 
BUKI in June 2016. 
She currently works as 
an independent advisor 
for Femley Partners, 
and as a non-executive 
director for Coates, the 
world’s largest industrial 
thread manufacturer.
BUKI has recently hired 
male executives from 
rival B&Q so as to have 
access to expertise in 
British retail.
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We’ve rolled our sleeves up, and dived into a comprehensive 
and rapid repositioning of the Homebase business. From our 
due diligence work we knew that the business we acquired 
had a poor and confusing offer, with very low stock availability 
and low stock levels. New trading strategies have been formu-
lated and implemented across merchandising, pricing, mar-
keting and operations. We are exiting all non-core product, 
as well as removing all the concession operations in the store 
network. The offer is now very firmly focussed on the home 
improvement and garden market. 
To support the repositioning we have invested approximately 
GBP60 million to both widen product choices and increase 
stock depth. We have also completed a restructure of the 
support team, and incurred costs associated with the reposi-
tioning agenda. This has resulted in GBP30 million in costs in 
total, and the modest EBIT result we reported for the period is 
offset by that amount. The Homebase team is energised by the 
opportunity, and we have commenced a strong supporting in-
vestment program aimed at developing our new team. All this 
work is essential to creating the platform we need to imple-
ment our acquisition plans. We are pleased that the inevitable 
disruption has been well-managed.
Encouragingly we have seen store transactions increase by 
7.5% on a like-for-like basis across the period of ownership, 
and that trend has continued at a similar level into July.
One specific area that did come in for some criticism was 

the failure of Homebase to provide the right seasonal prod-
ucts for winter. In response to an analyst’s question, Mr Scott 
said:

As I said earlier there are clear seasonal differences there. To 
be frank it’s not surprising that if we don’t have the right prod-
uct in-store at the right time that it is going to impact our sales. 
Clearly we haven’t got that right. 
As I mentioned earlier, categories such as storage, cleaning 
products, are particularly important to these months. Also 
heating, lighting, some of the adjacent categories to kitchens 
and bathrooms, such as tiling, flooring, and plumbing. 
All of these catego-
ries are increasingly 
important in the winter 
months, and really 
comes back to having 
the planning in place, 
to ensure you have 
the stock in-store at 
the right time and that 
this aligns with your 
promotional activity. 
Clearly we did not have 
that in place through 
the winter months.

Detail from presentation 
slide used in acquisition 
announcement on 18 
January 2016.
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The importance (or unimportance) of kitchens
Those who have been following the progress of BUKI will 

know that one of the main faults revealed by Mr Davis was a 
difficulty in selling the Bunnings idea of a kitchen, both at the 
Bunnings UK pilot stores, and in the Homebase stores. At the 
analysts’ presentation for Wesfarmers FY2016/17 results, Mr 
Davis, responding to a question from respected Merrill Lynch 
analyst David Errington, stated:

To be fair we didn’t expect to lose the volumes in kitchen and 
bathrooms that we did. All right. So some of the strategic 
moves and the repositioning of the business have had impacts 
that we didn’t project into the future. But we are reestablishing 
that right now.
He went on to add:

So we are going through a major transition in relation to kitch-
en and bath. Key principles are that we do not want to support 
one of our major competitors, in manufacturing, key principles 
are that we want a simple execution. We have closed installa-
tion down because we don’t believe that it is key. We believe 
that, people will tell you you can’t sell kitchen and bathrooms 
unless you install them. We’ll go talk to some other big play-
ers in the world that don’t install kitchen and bath, including 
ourselves in Australia.
What was at issue here was that the UK and Irish kitchen 

market consists in large part of installed kitchens. According 
to the UK Houzz Kitchen Trends Survey for 2017 (the most 
recent), 49% of those surveyed employed a kitchen fitter, 47% 
employed a kitchen designer, and 33% employed an architect 
when building/renovating their kitchens. That contrasts 
with the numbers from the Australian Houzz Kitchen Trends 
Survey for 2017, which shows that only 32% employed a kitch-
en designer, and 14% employed an architect.

Somewhat surprisingly, however, according to Mr Scott’s 
comments at the recent presentation, not only has the kitch-
en problem been completely solved, but it also really was not 
much of a problem to begin with. In response to a question 
from a Citigroup analyst, his comment was:

Kitchens have been problematic, but I wouldn’t call them out 
as necessarily the most 
material contributor [to 
the loss]. What we found 
is that it took longer 
than we would’ve liked 
to come up with our 
new format around the 
kitchen offer. So this is 
more of the flatpack ver-
sion, that you’ve seen in 
Australia. So it took a bit 
longer than we would’ve 
liked to actually get that 
in-store. 

Detail from presentation 
slide used in Wesfarmers 
Strategy Day briefing, 
June 2016.
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We now have it in-store, it is selling, it is selling pretty well. 
We’ve seen some positive signs there. But we are dealing with 
a much lower average sell price, and we are obviously starting 
from scratch on this. So while there have been some encour-
aging signs with our new offer, we are starting off a very low 
base and it took quite a while to get it online. 
The other thing to remember is that there are a whole lot of 
other related categories, off the back of kitchens. Examples 
of that would be flooring, tiling, and plumbing, which really 
go hand-in-hand with the kitchen offer. And those three lines 
which I mentioned — flooring, tiling and plumbing — my view is 
that we don’t have our offer right yet in those adjacent, related 
categories. So clearly more work to do still on kitchens, bath-
rooms, and related categories.
In fact, the kitchens are doing so well, that their sales 

success has managed to cross the border from the Bunnings 
UK stores to the Homebase stores, as Mr Scott pointed out in 
response to a question from a Credit Suisse analyst:

Just a very simple example of that is the new Bunnings format 
kitchens are actually selling quite well in Homebase. So the 
team has a sense of optimism around the opportunities.
Of course, what might be going on here is something of a 

confusion about what “kitchens” means. For Mr Davis, kitch-
ens would likely include at least the plumbing component, 
and certainly countertops, and so forth. Perhaps for Mr Scott, 
with more of a “numbers” focus on shareholder returns, 
“kitchens” refers simply to a specific set of stock-keeping 
units (SKUs). 

In any event, it remains puzzling that while the problems 
clearly associated with a major part of the UK home improve-
ment business are being described as “not material”, that 
same business has produced unexpectedly very poor retail 
sales results. 

It is perhaps worth noting that the UK kitchen comparison 
website kitchen-compare.com awarded Kingfisher’s B&Q with 
the title of “Lowest Priced Nation-
al DIY Retailer of Kitchens for 
2017”. According to the description 
on that company’s website:

For 2017, the “Lowest Priced 
National DIY Retailer of Kitchens” 
accolade has been awarded to 
B&Q for consistently having the 
most lowest priced kitchens when 
compared to Homebase and 
Wickes. Every day during 2017 we 
monitored and logged the prices 
of comparable kitchens sold by the 
UK’s National DIY Retailers Wickes, 
Homebase and B&Q. We did this 
using a typical 8-unit kitchen model 
layout.

Online sales platform 
for Homebase/Bunnings 
flatpack kitchens.
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Conversion of Homebase to Bunnings UK
A major challenge facing BUKI is how, when and if it 

should continue to convert Homebase stores to Bunnings UK 
stores. On a scale basis, part of that challenge relates simply 
to cost. The current cost of conversions is running at over 
GBP2 million per store. Mr Scott suggested, in response to an 
analyst’s question, that this cost could be cut in half:

As you would expect in the early pilots you do tend to 
over-capitalise. For example the cost of removing mezzanines 
on a bespoke basis rather than at scale... So you could use the 
number of around GBP2 million. But going forward, a num-
ber of the lighter conversions – which we feel will still drive a 
good improvement in sales density – are in the order of GBP1 
million of cost per store.
Additionally, in responding to another question, Mr Scott 

noted that the number of stores that would be converted is 
likely to be reduced as well. 

It has been clear through our review that there are a number 
of stores that we do not think will justify further investment 
by way of conversion to the Bunnings format, and indeed 
the losses generated from some of the stores are essentially 
holding the business back into the future. We have also found 
that through the Bunnings conversions, there have been some 
instances where we have delivered much better returns by 
closing an existing store and taking out a new lease on a bet-
ter located better quality store. A good example is Folkestone. 
So the provision in relation to the store closures, we are talking 
about in the order of 20 to 40 stores. These generally relate to 
the stores that generate the greatest amount of operating loss-
es, and where we have identified the potential for improved 
national outcomes for the group based on lease tenure and 
terms and so forth. So we will be able to update more on the 
outcomes of this review in June.
Even with cost reductions and being more selective about 

store conversions, you would potentially be looking at, to be 
generous, 190 stores at GBP1.3 million each on average, which 
gives a total of close to GBP250 
million, or $443 million (at current 
exchange rates). Added to that 
would be the cost of lease buy-
outs for the non-converted stores, 
so the overall cost would likely 
be over $450 million. While that 
expenditure would be spread out 
over two to three years, it is diffi-
cult to contemplate in the face of 
the over $1 billion that has already 
been spent to produce an under-
performing network of home 
improvement stores in the UK and 
Ireland.

Online sales platform 
for Homebase/Bunnings 
pre-assembled kitchens.
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Aside from cost, the other brake on conversions is that 
from the start Wesfarmers has said it will not roll out the 
Bunnings UK conversions until it has achieved positive 
success from its pilot stores. There are currently 19 of 
these pilots up and running, with a further five under 
development. Mr Scott did say that there is a temporary 
halt on launching any further new pilot stores until the 
BUKI review is presented in June 2018.

One of the surprising statements made was that the 
disastrous Christmas season was the first such test of 
the Bunnings UK pilot stores through that season — one 
which they did not pass. Mr Scott did make a comment 
regarding this failure:

Interestingly, having spent time there recently, and having 
walked the store, with some of our recent UK hires, they 
talk very clearly about the ways in which the Bunnings 
offer is not set up at this stage, to work for UK customers 
through those winter months. 
(One would be forgiven for wondering why, if these 

changes are obvious, and the source of advice is internal, 
they were not made prior to the Christmas season.)

If Wesfarmers sticks to its promises to thoroughly test 
the pilot stores, it not only would delay any thought of a 
rollout until February 2019, but it would halt the further 
development of more pilot stores until then as well, in 
order to test its Christmas product ranging.

On the other side of the conversion argument, accord-
ing to Mr Scott, the stores that have been converted to 
the Bunnings UK format have seen a strong uplift in 
sales, growing by between 20% and 50%, with some, he 
states, even exceeding 50%. Mr Scott also stated that the 
more recently developed pilot stores performed more 
strongly than the original pilots:

What we have found is that the second half of the pilot 
stores have performed better than the first half, which is 
pleasing in that we are taking the learnings.
When asked by an analyst whether those compari-

sons were made based on the Homebase stores prior to 
or post acquisition, Mr Scott seems to have replied that 
the comparisons were based on the 12 months of trading 
prior to conversion. This remains unclear, but if so there 
would not be a consistent basis of comparison: earlier 
stores would base performance on a period partly pri-
or to the acquisition, and later stores on a period after 
changes had been made to Homebase. 

A true comparison would rely on the stores’ perfor-
mance for calendar 2015, prior to acquisition. Mr Scott 
did seem to suggest, however, that some of the pilot 
stores were making a positive contribution to earnings 
before interest and taxation (EBIT). Certain costs can 
make this a difficult number to determine for new stores.

Homebase home page. 
Of the 18 items featured 
here, only seven were in 
stock for home delivery.
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It is evident from the above that BUKI faces a tough 
dilemma. If BUKI has found a successful formula in its 
Bunnings UK format, then direct conversion of Home-
base stores is the best solution. However, without ade-
quate testing of the pilots, this cannot be certain. Addi-
tionally, there is no guarantee that further changes to 
Homebase stores will work better than those in the past.

The unmentioned
In addition to the points mentioned by Mr Scott, there 

were also a number of important issues that were not 
mentioned, or only referenced in passing. Three of these 
stand out: Online commerce, marketing, and the compet-
itive situation.

Online commerce

Bunnings has never really warmed to online com-
merce, and it seems that BUKI is carrying on that lack 
of focus. As an example, on Homebase’s current web-
site, only seven out of 18 featured items at the top of 
the homepage — the very best possible position — are 
actually available for online purchase and delivery. That 
is somewhat remarkable.

As for the Bunnings UK website, this could be de-
scribed as barely functional. Not only does it not have 
online commerce available, but the products displayed 
do not have individual descriptions. Essentially it is a set 
of index pages. The only finished portion of the website 
is for kitchens, a design it shares with the Homebase 
website.

By contrast HNN was not able to discover any prod-
ucts on the B&Q website (diy.com) that were not avail-
able for delivery. The B&Q website is also an order of 
magnitude deeper and broader than Homebase.

The Netherland-based Ecommerce Foundation es-
timates UK online spending in the home and garden 
category at over GBP6.5 billion in calendar 2016. Overall, 
online retails sales are expected to account for over 18% 
of total retail sales in the UK for 2018. It is difficult to con-
ceive of a rationale for ignoring a portion of the market 
that will likely reach 20% over the next two years.

Marketing

It is almost impossible to fully determine the impact 
of Homebase and Bunnings UK marketing from Austra-
lia, but certainly their online presence in important areas 
such as YouTube is significantly lacking. 

A search on YouTube for Homebase turns up nothing 
in the top results which is actually produced by that 
retailer within the last two years. 

From Bunnings UK 
home page. None of the 
products displayed here 
are linked to anything. 
This is the only online 
marketing presence for 
these products.
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A search for Bunnings UK does turn up content, which 
turns out to be mostly British versions of the “standup” ads 
Bunnings Australia and New Zealand (BANZ) uses. It seems 
unlikely there has been much research done by BUKI to 
determine if those ads are suitable for its market, or effective 
in any way. 

A search for B&Q turns up a series of TV ads produced to a 
high standard, including two for 2017, one for gardens and the 
other for kitchens.

It’s simply not clear that BUKI has any highly developed 
strategy for marketing the introduction of what is a radically 
new concept in the UK and Irish market, let alone supporting 
its existing Homebase stores.

Competition

It is somewhat ironic that while Wesfarmers has en-
tered the UK market with what has proven to be less 
than effective research (not understanding the kitch-
en market, and problems stocking for the Christmas 
season are clearly indicative of that), their European 
competitor, Kingfisher, has been avidly researching 
how European homeowners think and feel, and what 
it is they really want.

As part of the five-year transformation process that 
Kingfisher CEO Veronique Laury — who is French of 
Polish extraction, and multilingual — has designed, 
the company has looked at the processes people 
go through when they try to improve their homes. 
Among its many findings is that a large percentage of 
people who start a project abandon it long before it is 
complete, defeated by the difficulty and complexity of 
the task.

To repeat a story about some of what has come out 
of this process, one of the products Kingfisher re-
searched was fencing. During that research it emerged 
that a surprising number of households that had 
backyards did not have direct access to that space — 
that is, they could only access it by going through the 
house. In response, Kingfisher developed prefabricated 
fencing units that were short and compact enough 
that they could easily be manoeuvred down narrow 
hallways, through cluttered kitchens, and out a small 
back door into the yard for assembly.

More troubling, though, is that the entire Bunnings 
organisation really has no experience in competing 
with a larger, dominant company in its markets. It’s 
unlikely BUKI will be prepared for a company that, 
once BUKI has developed a successful new product 
line — say, flatpack kitchens — simply copies and im-
proves on that, then uses its superior market presence 
to take away market share.

An outdoor advertising campaign for 
B&Q, developed by DOOH (dooh.com). 
Digital signage is linked to weather 
forecasts and local sales numbers to 
help deliver perfect seasonal advertising 
messages.
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Analysis
Reading through all this material it would be very easy to 

come to the conclusion that the situation with BUKI is highly 
complex and difficult to understand. In fact, it is not. Much 
of this description has been about undoing a particular twist 
that has been given to the brief history and performance of 
BUKI, so as to be able to see the simplicity that underlies its 
circumstances.

Basically, what happened with BUKI is this: Wesfarmers/
Bunnings after the acquisition of Homebase went into fine 
detail about what they would not do when introducing the 
Bunnings concept to the UK and Ireland. They would not 
rush in and build 100 Bunnings UK stores based on the BANZ 
stores. They would instead return to their roots, back in the 
1990s when the Bunnings warehouse store was being devel-
oped. They would build a small group of pilot stores, see how 
these performed, then build a larger group of pilot stores. 
They would tweak the offering until they got it right. Then, 
and only then, would they roll out that perfected model of a 
store throughout the network.

That is very much — so far — exactly what BUKI has done, 
at least when it comes to the actual Bunnings-branded stores 
in the UK.

With its acquired Homebase network of stores, however, 
BUKI committed every single one of the mistakes they said 
they would avoid with Bunnings UK. Homebase was, basical-
ly, transformed into Bunnings Lite. Bunnings Lite was rolled 
out in the equivalent of a retail Blitzkrieg, including the mass 
firing of most of Homebase’s executives — something that Mr 
Scott now admits might not have been advisable. Bunnings 
Lite, based on little market research, poor fiscal management, 
and no trial stores, has turned out to be a serious failure.

What BUKI could have done, had it caught the failure in 
time, was to restart the process and do the transformation 
of Homebase along the same principles as the introduction 
of Bunnings UK: pilot stores, assessment, development and 
eventual launch. However, the very pace of the change left 
little or no time for reflection and second thoughts.

Now, facing a $1+ billion hole in 
this investment, a more considered 
approach is probably not possible. 
Instead, BUKI has hired ex-King-
fisher executives, in the hope 
that they will know how to fix up 
Homebase, with the goal of return-
ing it to the performance it had 
before they transformed it into 
Bunnings Lite: making enough 
money to not be neither a financial 
drag nor an embarrassment. 

Frame from opening of 
Bunnings UK 30-second 
video advertisement.
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HNN is very sure these executives are good people, the 
“real deal”, with long experience and good skills. The problem 
is that what they are likely to do is to now transform Home-
base into B&Q Lite. Also, not new B&Q Lite, but old, pre-Laury 
B&Q. And if there is one thing that new, post-Laury B&Q is 
designed to do, it is to totally crush pre-Laury B&Q.

The third choice

What is really needed to understand the situation BUKI, 
Bunnings and Wesfarmers face is to acknowledge the exis-
tence of a third choice for BUKI’s future. The two stark choic-
es that the current narrative from Wesfarmers and analysts 
provides is to either close down BUKI, or to continue to bring 
the Bunnings business model to the UK.

The third choice is to pretty much forget about the idea of 
the Bunnings business model. Bunnings is not Coca-Cola. It’s 
not Pepsi, it’s not KFC. It’s not even Starbucks. It is certainly 
not, as Wesfarmers seems to have at times imagined, some 
kind of magical skeleton key that can be inserted into the 
home improvement markets of European nations and turned 
to unlock further profits.

Bunnings is a business that is unique in the way it has 
become tuned to, and a part of everyday Australian culture. 
That tuning was really what Mr Gillam and his 
team were so adept at, the slight alterations that 
could unlock profits — a process that is now in very 
safe hands with Mr Schneider. 

But, as good as it is, Bunnings is not universal. 
So, rather than bringing that business model to 
the UK, what Wesfarmers could do is to bring the 
knowledge, experience and abilities that underlie 
that model, that developed it and made it possible. 
Simply repeating the startup steps that Bunnings 
took, as in some kind of retail recipe, is unlikely to 
work. 

What Bunnings is really about, in other words, 
is not a strict set of processes. Rather it is about 
knowledge, and the application of that knowledge. 
Applying that knowledge means not just referenc-
ing the business model, but examining every aspect 
of it.

This is where the principal confusion exists in 
the current analysis of BUKI, seemingly both inside 
and outside Wesfarmers. As BUKI is being regard-
ed as a set of processes, most attention is going to 
the strategies that are in place. This is half-correct. 
When the application of known processes fails, that 
is a matter of strategy, nearly always. But, as is the 
case with BUKI today, when it is instead a failure in 
the application of knowledge, then that is a matter 
of failure in management.

Top, Homebase product listing. Delivery 
is available on a 7-day basis, for an 
additional cost of GBP3.95, brining the 
total price to GBP90.95.
Bottom, B&Q product listing. In addition 
to being GBP3.00 cheaper, next day 
delivery is free.
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Management

This brings us to a final, and somewhat difficult 
point about Wesfarmers, Bunnings, and BUKI. At the 
moment the level of management skills needed to 
steer BUKI to success in Wesfarmers is at what must 
be close to a 20-year nadir. We’ve seen John Gillam, 
Richard Goyder and Terry Bowen all step out of the 
company during the same brief period, and a new 
Wesfarmers managing director, Wesfarmers CFO and 
overall Bunnings managing director step in. 

All of the new executives are very good, and will no 
doubt perform well. But they are new to their posi-
tions, and even the best people will take a year to two 
years to fully work their way into such complex and 
demanding roles. The question has to be asked wheth-
er, right now, this year, Wesfarmers really has the nous 
required to steer it through this very difficult task of 
turning BUKI around.

In a somewhat paradoxical way, however, we may 
also be seeing the first signs of how this new team will 
handle the situation. To announce that a key over-
seas growth initiative has just blown through over $1 
billion as your first major act in the role of corporate 
managing director is, for anyone, a “tough gig”. One 
way of viewing Mr Scott’s performance was that he 
was essentially pushing a big “PAUSE” button, giving 
the new team time to better come to terms with the 
situation.

The real test will happen four months from now, in June 
2018, when we get to see what happens when he pushes 
“PLAY” instead. But what is absolutely certain is that what 
Mr Scott has done, during this 80-minute, almost solo per-
formance before both investment analysts and mainstream 
media, is the one most core, essential thing any managing 
director can ever do: He showed up.
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Top, Rob Scott, Wesfarm-
ers managing director.
Bottom, Anthony  
Gianotti, Wesfarmers 
chief financial officer.

http://www.hbt.net.au/current-promotions/were-pinking-up-this-october
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• Ace Hardware 
is in talks with 
grocery chain 
Kroger about the 
prospect of open-
ing mini-shops in 
Kroger stores

• The Home Depot 
has acquired The 
Company Store, 
which retails 
home decor 
online

• The Home Depot 
and online retail-
er Amazon are 
vying for logistics 
company XPO 
Logistics

• The Home Depot 
has launched an 
online marketing 
campaign on the 
Pinterest plat-
form, with tips on 
completing DIY 
projects

• Apple is enabling 
Lowe’s to use 
“Business Chat” 
to connect direct-
ly with custom-
ers, answering 
questions and 
providing guid-
ance

US supermarket gi-
ant, Kroger is reported-
ly in preliminary talks 
to form a partnership 
that would allow Ace 
Hardware to open up 
mini-shops inside its 
stores, sources told 
analyst website, TheS-
treet.com.

Under the partner-
ship, Ace would have a 
presence within Kro-
ger stores as a “store-
inside-a-store”.

The store-within-
a-store concept is noth-
ing new to Ace. Since 
2012, it has offered 
local store owners 
USD150,000 to adopt 
the model, in which 
stores of 5,000 square 
feet or less and can be 
located inside grocery 
or paint stores.

Ace has a partner-
ship, for instance, with 
paint chain Benjamin 
Moore. It has at least 
400 Express stores, 
based on the latest 
data available. If the 
Ace set-up with Kroger 
goes through, the 
grocer would be Ace’s 
biggest partnership 
according to the source 
with knowledge of the 
deal.

Ace Hardware CEO 
John Venhuizen spoke 
to TheStreet.com in 
November 2017 about 
the need for diversifi-
cation among retailers 

in the age of Amazon. 
He said:

I don’t know necessar-
ily that every acquisi-
tion [by a bricks-and-
mortar retailer] will 
have to be an e-com-
merce platform, but if 
retailers don’t offer a 
differentiated expe-
rience and an assort-
ment of goods, they 
will die” in the face of 
digital retail.

More than 100 Ace 
Hardware locations 
are currently operated 
by grocery retailers, 
according to local 
reports. Many of the 
Ace Hardware Express 
locations are inside – 
or adjacent to – inde-
pendent grocery stores 
and small chains.

Houchens Food 
Group, a multi-banner 
operator based in Ken-

tucky, began operating 
Ace locations in 2015 
inside several of its for-
mats. Jimmy Nichols, 
chief operating officer 
of Houchens, said at 
the time:

From a product 
standpoint, Ace Hard-
ware is a natural brand 
to combine with a gro-
cery store, as it adds to 
the convenience factor 
and gives customers 
more reason to visit. 
We believe that Ace has 
a superior offering and 
has created a program 
specifically compatible 
with our mission to 
offer store-within-a-
store convenience for 
our customers.

Analysts and con-
sultants have urged 
grocers, especially 
since the Amazon 
Whole Foods deal was 

announced, to con-
solidate either with 
other big players or 
third-party companies 
that could offer supply 
chain innovation or 
greater product assort-
ment.

Kroger has about 
2,800 stores nation-
wide, but has been 
struggling to reverse a 
sudden drop in sales. 
Last year’s first quarter 
was the first time in 
13 years that it had 
recorded a decline in 
comparable-store sales, 
although it was able 
to bounce back in late 
November, posting a 
1% increase.

goo.gl/t82FHz
goo.gl/61WYXV

Ace reviews in-store 
groceries: report

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/t82FHz
http://goo.gl/61WYXV
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US home improve-
ment big box retailer, 
Home Depot has 
acquired The Com-
pany Store, an online 
retailer of home decor 
and textile products. It 
announced it would be 
acquiring the Wiscon-
sin-based company for 
an undisclosed amount 
from Hanover Direct. 
Not included in the 
deal were The Com-
pany Store’s five retail 
locations.

The Company Store’s 
website shows the 
company is focused on 
bedding, sheets, rugs, 
and pillows, tradition-
ally seen as the “softer” 
side of home improve-
ment. In the press 
release announcing the 
deal, Home Depot CEO 
Craig Menear said:

The acquisition of 
The Company Store 
provides product 
development and 
sourcing capabilities 
to help us expand our 
online decor business 
into broader categories 
across the entire home.

The Motley Fool 
website points out 
Home Depot signalled 
its decor strategy at its 
Investor and Analyst 
Conference, just prior 
to the announcement 
of the acquisition. It 
notes that executive 
vice president Edward 
Decker said the compa-
ny sees an opportunity 

home decor 
categories. 
Taken 
from the 
transcript 
provided by 
S&P Global 
Market In-
telligence, 
he stated:

...[W]e 
completed 
extensive 
research on 
customer 
shopping 
intent and 
found we have the au-
thority to play and the 
right to win in several 
home decor categories. 
We believe we are well 
positioned to help our 
customers ... complete 
their decor-oriented 
projects with items like 
housewares, tabletop, 
interior furniture, wall 
decor and textiles. And 
consumers are increas-
ingly purchasing decor 
categories online, so 
our efforts will largely 
be digital, where we 
will leverage our traffic 
and customer base 
for a natural scale 
advantage ... We’re 
also investing in our 
interconnected decor 
shopping experience, 
with enhanced photog-
raphy, shop-by-room or 
collection capabilities 
and style guides. And 
we are leveraging our 
existing capabilities 

to reintroduce home 
decor ... We’re pleased 
with our results and 
are accelerating our 
decor investments.

Mr Decker said 
that over the past 12 
months, the company 
has introduced over 
180,000 decor products 
from 500 different sup-
pliers. This year Home 
Depot will sell more 
than USD25 billion in 
decor-related products 
which includes every-
thing from flooring 
and lighting to window 
treatments.

Mr Decker went 
on to say that this 
decor-related opportu-
nity was all about “the 
customer taking us to 
project completion.” 
In other words, when 
customers remodel a 
room they are already 
going to Home Depot 
for building materials, 

paint, and flooring; 
now Home Depot 
wants to ensure that 
customers stay when 
selecting the right 
drapes, rugs, and throw 
pillows to finish the 
project. This is what 
the acquisition of The 
Company Store is in-
tended to accomplish.

Marketing 
exposure

While it’s unlikely the 
acquisition will grow 
The Company Store’s 
physical footprint, it 
may boost its visibility 
in terms of market-
ing. Home Depot has 
nearly 2,300 locations 
through which The 
Company Store name 
could be shared, 
locations in which cus-
tomers could get that 
last-mile help putting 
the finishing touches 

on whatever home 
improvement projects 
they’ve undertaken.

Home sales have been 
a driver for sales of 
tools and building sup-
plies, creating a one-
stop shopping expe-
rience, and have thus 
helped home improve-
ment stores weather 
some of the industry 
changes. Home Depot’s 
acquisition of The 
Company Store could 
be a strong pre-emp-
tive move against any 
potential softening in 
home sales by keeping 
that momentum going.

goo.gl/3iNVft
goo.gl/kBm4gj

Home Depot gets in touch 
with its softer side

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/3iNVft
http://goo.gl/kBm4gj
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Diversified logistics 
operator XPO Logistics 
is attracting attention 
after it was reported 
that The Home Depot 
is considering buying 
the trucking company 
if only to keep it out of 
the hands of Amazon.
com, which was also 
rumoured to be inter-
ested in acquiring it.

According to Recode, 
Home Depot execu-
tives held discussions 
among themselves 
about making a bid for 
XPO. It’s understand-
able why Amazon 
would want the logis-
tics business as it is 
getting into big-ticket 
items such as appli-
ances and furniture. It 
has already assembled 
an air fleet for deliv-
ery and is planning to 
build a new distribu-
tion centre in Ken-
tucky (USA), so a last-
mile delivery service 
to supplement or even 
replace UPS and FedEx 
makes sense. But why 
would the home im-
provement retailer be 
interested?

Investor website, 
Fool.com believes pre-
venting Amazon from 
getting its hands on 
the logistics specialist 
is one reason, but the 
amount of money 
to buy XPO’s USD9 
billion business needs 
something a little more 
concrete than simply 

playing spoiler.
Home Depot is 

already a major retailer 
of appliances, which 
represent almost 8% 
of its USD94.6 billion 
in 2016 net revenues. 
It is the second largest 
appliance retailer in 
the US, behind Lowe’s, 
which became the in-
dustry leader in 2013.

But Home Depot is 
looking forward to 
new opportunities 
beyond just its stores. 
At an analyst day 
conference in late 2017, 
the big box retailer 
said it was looking for 
revenues in 2020 to be 
around USD120 billion, 
a significant increase 
for a retailer that is 
expected to generate 
over USD100 billion in 
sales for 2017.

It is also already a 
force to be reckoned 

with online as industry 
site eMarketer pegs it 
as the fourth largest 
e-commerce site with 
about USD6.5 billion 
in online sales that are 
still growing in excess 
of 20% annually. Home 
Depot’s third-quarter 
earnings report indi-
cated e-commerce sales 
had already hit almost 
USD5 billion through 
the first nine months 
of the year, a 21.6% 
increase. Perhaps more 
importantly, 60% of 
all of its sales whether 
in-store or online are 
influenced by a digital 
visit.

Home Depot also told 
analysts it plans to 
spend USD11.1 billion 
over the next three 
years on investments 
in its omnichannel 
efforts, which includes 
expanding delivery 

options, such as same-
day and time-definite 
options, as well as 
expanding its shipping 
options in Canada and 
Mexico.

Moreover, it built 
a network of direct 
fulfillment centres ca-
pable of reaching 95% 
of the US population in 
two days or less with 
parcel freight, and 30% 
of the population in 
one day. Yet it specif-
ically noted its appli-
ance delivery business 
is a stand-alone that 
it’s currently unable to 
leverage with other big, 
bulky deliveries. Ac-
quiring XPO Logistics 
with all of its expertise 
in these areas would be 
a significant boost to 
solving that problem.

But as much as Home 
Depot might want 
to thwart Amazon’s 

continued expansion, 
it’s equally true the 
e-commerce leader 
could outbid Home 
Depot. And strategi-
cally speaking, it may 
have much greater 
financial wherewithal 
to complete the deal 
as well as outlast any 
other suitor that might 
emerge. Walmart, for 
example, would be 
another reasonable 
potential buyer, as 
would UPS and FedEx 
themselves.

It’s clear XPO Logis-
tics is well positioned 
to capitalise on retail’s 
intense interest in the 
next stage of growth 
and it could become an 
even more richly val-
ued prize if a bidding 
war suddenly breaks 
out.

goo.gl/66xgVF
goo.gl/Sj6wK8

Home Depot, Amazon battle 
over logistics company

http://hnn.bz/
http://goo.gl/66xgVF
http://goo.gl/Sj6wK8
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The Home Depot has 
launched a campaign 
on Pinterest that 
includes immersive 
experiences to show 
people how to execute 
DIY home improve-
ment projects. The 
brand’s “Built-In Pins” 
campaign showcase 
video, images and a 
360-degree interactive 
shopping experience 
created with virtual re-
ality ad firm OmniVirt, 
according to Adweek.

Each 30-second 
spot illustrates how 
a couple transformed 
four rooms – bedroom, 
kitchen, living room 
and bathroom – from 
demolition to fur-
nishing. Interactive 
views of the rooms let 
smartphone users look 
around at the furnish-

ings and tap on orange 
dots to see details 
about the products 
used.

After tapping on a 
dot, a pop-up win-
dow guides viewers 
through a mobile 
checkout at select 
stores. In addition, the 
campaign’s Pinterest 
posts include guides 
on the methods 
pictured in the videos 
and which specific 
products were used. 
Ad agency 22squared 
helped develop the 
campaign.

The retailer’s 30-sec-
ond videos are tailored 
to mobile phones, and 
the 360-degree expe-
rience similarly gives 
smartphone users 
an engaging look at 
finished rooms. This 

approach lets 
the compa-
ny better 
manage the 
sales process, 
help shoppers 
visualise a 
product in 
their home 
and provide 
information 
employees 
may not know 
off-hand.

Home Depot’s effort 
underscores how 
mobile-first video 
marketing continues to 
gain traction as more 
brands use the full-
screen vertical format 
popularised by smart-
phones. Home Depot’s 
ads also function 
better inside Pinterest’s 
mobile app than on a 
desktop browser.

The promotion is 
the latest signal that 
Home Depot is exper-
imenting more with 
a mobile-first strat-
egy. It was recently 
among the first batch 
of retailers to test AR 
(augmented reality) 
ads on Oath websites, 
for example. Its AR ads 
showed how smart-
phone users can virtu-

ally place products like 
artificial Christmas 
trees in their own 
living rooms and view 
them from any angle to 
help decide whether to 
make a purchase.

goo.gl/2rgnrE
goo.gl/mLC3vu

Pinterest platform showcases DIY projects

Home improvement 
retailer, Lowe’s is 
partnering with Apple 
for Business Chat that 
will allow consumers 
to talk to retail staff 
through Apple’s Mes-
sage app. Customers 
can use the solution to 
ask questions, resolve 
issues, and complete 
transactions via their 
iPhone, iPad and Apple 
Watch, according to 
Apple.

Rather than call a 
customer service num-
ber, users will be able 
to “text” Lowe’s with 
a dedicated number 
and have a text-based 
conversation with a 

customer service repre-
sentative. Responding 
staff can share links to 
merchandise informa-
tion, help schedule ap-
pointments or deliver-
ies, and enable users to 
make purchases using 
Apple Pay.

All interactions 
happen directly in the 
Messages app without 
having to visit another 
app or web site.

Lowe’s was attract-
ed to the chat-based 
service as a means of 
engaging an increas-
ingly digitally savvy 
customer base. Gihad 
Jawhar, VP of digital, 
said:

Serving customers 
now requires us to be 
more connected than 
ever before. Our people, 
systems, processes and 
efforts must be con-
nected – and they must 
be in line to create an 
omnichannel environ-
ment that is simple and 
seamless for everyone.

Business Chat is also 
another way for Lowe’s 
to remove friction 
across its omnichannel 
experience. Mr Jawhar 
said:

We will drive cus-
tomer engagement by 
delivering convenience, 
inspiration, expertise 
and efficiency across 

the most rele-
vant moments 
of the customer’s 
project journey.

Lowe’s will 
begin offering 
Business Chat 
when Apple 
launches a beta 
test of the ser-
vice this year.

goo.gl/x3HW4i

Lowe’s shoppers can use Apple’s text app
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• Wesfarmers’ 
BUKI contin-
ues to roll-out 
Homebase stores 
converted to the 
Bunnings UK 
format

• UK hardware 
company Travis 
Perkins continues 
to grow, with its 
tool hire business 
headlining new 
development

• Wesfarmers’ 
BUKI has under-
gone a change 
of top man-
agement, with 
Peter (PJ) Davis 
retiring

• UK builders’ mer-
chant Grafton has 
seen its revenue 
lift by 8.8%

Bunnings United 
Kingdom & Ireland 
(BUKI) have now offi-
cially opened 19 stores 
in the UK, with at least 
another four current-
ly being converted, 
according to Insight 
DIY. Two of the stores 
will be in Waltham-
on-Thames, a large 
affluent market town 
on the River Thames in 
Surrey, and Frome, in 
eastern Somerset.

A small-format Bun-
nings will be located 
in Herne Bay, a seaside 
town in Kent. A more 
traditional Bunnings 
Warehouse will open in 
London Penge, con-
sidered an archetypal 
commuter suburb in 
Bromley.

The following stores 
have already opened 
for business.

Hanworth

This outlet in west 
London, was one of a 
number of Homebase 
branches to be fitted 
out with a mezzanine 
floor during a store re-
fit program under for-
mer owner Home Re-
tail Group, according to 
a report in DIY Week. 
It is over 57,00 square 
feet and carries the 
same branded ranges 
seen in other Bunnings 
conversions, as well as 

the stand 
alone 
“tool 
shop”.

This 
store 
doesn’t 
have a 
cafe but 
has in-
stalled a 
children’s 
play area 
and seat-
ing space on the mez-
zanine floor. Similar to 
other stores in the UK, 
Bunnings Hanworth 
has gondola ends used 
for promotional lines, 
with clipstrips and 
boxes of associated 
products at every turn.

High Wycombe

The High Wycombe 
store is almost 50,000 
square feet, in a large 
town in Buckingham-
shire, which is one of 
the most affluent parts 
of England yet still 
contains some consid-
erably deprived areas.

Newmarket

This store is over 
37,000 square feet 
in a market town in 
Suffolk, approximately 
105 kilometres north of 
London. To celebrate 
the opening, former 
professional footballer 

Mick Quinn, joined a 
welcome breakfast for 
team members.

Walthamstow 

The Bunnings 
Walthamstow store is 
in the largest district 
of Waltham Forest 
in east London, and 
measures over 74,000 
square feet. Another 
former professional 
footballer, Fabrice 
Muamba, joined a 
welcome breakfast for 
team members.

Chichester

A new Bunnings store 
opened in Chichester, 
a city known for its 
cathedrals in West 
Sussex, south-east 
England. It measures 
over 80,000 square feet. 
Sarah Ayton OBE, dou-
ble Olympic gold-win-
ning sailor, helped to 
celebrate the opening.

Rochdale

Another Bunnings 
store opened its doors 
in Rochdale, a town in 
Greater Manchester. 
This store is the largest 
Bunnings Warehouse 
yet, at over 110,000 
square feet and occu-
pies a former B&Q site 
in Sandbrook Park, a 
retail park. The big box 
retailer submitted a 
successful application 
to occupy the site in 
August 2017.

Sprowston

The Homebase 
store in Sprowston 
has closed to reopen 
as a Bunnings Ware-
house. Sprowston is a 
small suburban town 
bordering Norwich in 
Norfolk.

goo.gl/6bu25W
goo.gl/RYRWxT

Homebase to Bunnings 
conversions continue

Bunnings Rochdale store, located in Greater Manchester
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Tool hire delivers for Travis Perkins
The Travis Perkins 

Group seems to be on a 
growth trajectory with 
the company grow-
ing its revenue from 
GBP4.8 billion in 2012 
to GBP6.2 billion in 
2016. This is an increase 
of nearly 30%. As a 
result, Travis Perkins 
is now the UK’s biggest 
supplier of construc-
tion materials, both to 
the construction and 
home improvement 
markets.

It has approximately 
100,000 different prod-
ucts available from 
more than 600 stores 
across the UK.

Not all parts of the 
business have grown at 
the same rate. The tool 
hire division is a stand-
out, now operating 
from 250 stores – and 
an additional 250 sat-
ellite locations – with 
1,200 product lines 
and more than 80,000 
assets available.

In 10 years, the hire 
business has gone 
from having a revenue 
of just GBP22 million 
to in excess of GBP100 
million, an upsurge of 
355%. Travis Perkins 
group hire commercial 
director, Yas Swindell 
told Construction 
News:

[The growth] … prob-
ably outstrips most 
of the competition in 
terms of percentage 
growth. We have had 
a massive impact and 
TP Hire is now well-es-
tablished as a national 
tool hire provider.

Partnerships

A key part of this 
growth has been down 
to some suppliers 
working more closely 
with Travis Perkins in 
delivering a better ser-
vice. Mr Swindell said:

It’s a new way of 
challenging suppliers 
and some welcome 
that challenge. But 
change has to happen 
… We cannot stand still 
in tool hire and keep 
accepting that’s all our 
suppliers can offer. It’s 
not. They really have to 
partner with us much 
more than they have 
done previously. We’re 
challenging every sin-
gle supplier that trades 
with us.

While Travis Perkins 
now enjoys a better 
relationship with a 
majority of its suppli-
ers as a result of the 
initiative, it says one 
company stands out 
from the crowd: Hilti. 
Mr Swindell explains:

The relationship with 
Hilti has been estab-
lished for more than 
10 years now, although 
I’ve known them for a 
lot longer. That really 
has ramped up over the 
last 12-18 months when 
we’ve been talking to 
them about issues that 
the business faces on 
a day-to-day basis and 
how they could look to 
assist us in developing 
different ways of doing 
business.

The evolving relation-
ship between the two 
companies has resulted 

in a greater volume of 
products being avail-
able at short notice 
from a larger number 
of Travis Perkins out-
lets. Mr Swindell said:

We have been devel-
oping new ways to 
bring the product into 
the business in volume. 
In the last 12 months, in 
excess of 10,000 assets 
have been brought into 
our current network, 
which just allows for 
stock availability. Hilti 
now represents 20% of 
our stock.

Forward planning

Immediate availabili-
ty is extremely import-
ant to Travis Perkins, 
given that tool hire 
still isn’t something 
its customers always 
plan for in advance. Mr 
Swindell said:

It’s still very much 
led by them believing 
that those tools will be 
there if they walk into 
any of our branches 
across the UK. Hilti 

has worked with us 
extremely well to try to 
alleviate that prob-
lem and to introduce 
product lines that we 
wouldn’t necessarily 
have done in volume 
previously.

Hilti assets now avail-
able at short notice 
don’t just include the 
sort of standard items 
that customers might 
expect to be available 
at short notice, but 
also more specialised 
and cutting-edge 
equipment. Mr Swind-
ell said:

It’s about areas such 
as diamond drilling, 
rotating lasers and cer-
tainly dust extraction.

He said the addition 
of so many product 
lines brings with it the 
issue of service and 
repair.

Under the terms 
of the agreement all 
service and repairs will 
be undertaken by Hilti 
at their Glasgow Ser-
vice Centre, with tool 
collection to redelivery 

taking a maximum of 
72 hours. This means 
we can optimise our 
fleet accordingly.

It isn’t just Travis 
Perkins that benefits 
from the new relation-
ship, according to Mr 
Swindell.

Hilti benefits too, not 
just in terms of sales, 
but also education in 
relation to feedback 
from our customers, 
our workshops and our 
colleagues in branch. 
I have to take my hat 
off to them – 500 stores 
is a huge challenge to 
any supplier. They have 
listened very carefully 
and formulated a plan 
with us. The customers 
have seen the benefits 
too.

We want to be 
offering hire from 
every location that we 
have over the next 12 
months. Hilti is listen-
ing and responding 
– we can’t ask more of 
them than that.

goo.gl/qWqD2p
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Strong rise in revenue for Grafton
Builders merchant 

and DIY retailer 
Grafton Group said 
it is benefiting from 
a surge in spending 
on construction and 
home improvements 
in Ireland. The Lon-
don-listed group owns 
the Woodie’s DIY retail 
brand but generates 
more than 90% of its 
sales from its UK mer-
chanting division.

In a trading update, 
the company said 
its group revenue 
increased by 8.8% to 
GBP2.7 billion. Its total 
Irish revenues jumped 
by 16.2%, while its UK 
revenues increased by 
4.7%.

The company noted 
that daily like-for-like 

revenues in its UK mer-
chanting operations 
softened – as expected 
– with trading condi-
tions in the residential 
renovation mainte-
nance improvement 
(RMI) market mixed. 
Like-for-like growth in 
UK merchanting in the 
last three months of 
2017 slowed to 3% from 
4.7% in the third quar-
ter. Grafton said that 
the RMI market was 
impacted by general 
economic and house-
hold uncertainty and 
a competitive pricing 
market.

Revenues in its Dutch 
operations increased 
over 49% higher as the 
broadly based eco-
nomic recovery there 

continued to support 
increased activity 
in the housing and 
non-residential con-
struction markets. Its 
Belgian revenues were 
also higher, rising by 
7.5%, during the year. 
Grafton’s chief execu-
tive Gavin Slark, said:

We are pleased with 
the progress made 
across the group 
during 2017 which 
reflects the benefits of 
self-help and strategic 
initiatives to grow the 
business. 

We enter the new 
year in a favourable 

position well placed to 
implement our growth 
strategy supported by 
good cash flow from 
operations, a strong 
balance sheet and low 
net debt.

goo.gl/9jQDXd          

Wesfarmers recent-
ly announced that 
Bunnings UK & Ireland 
(BUKI) managing 
director Peter “PJ” 
Davis, who has been on 
extended leave since 
January, is retiring 
after 25 years with 
Bunnings. He will be 
replaced by Damian 
McGloughlin who pre-
viously worked at UK 
home improvement 
chain B&Q.

There were reports at 
the time that Mr Davis, 
who was initially 
taking a three-month 
break, that the time-
out was pre-planned 
and allowed him to 
return to Australia to 
spend time with fam-

ily. A statement from 
the big box retailer 
confirmed that Mr 
Davis “will be taking 
three-months’ leave 
starting mid-January”.

While some in the 
media speculated that 
the decision was due 
to poor performance 
and losses in the UK 
business, Waesfarmers 
quashed those ru-
mours and said back 
then that Mr Davis 
was simply keen to re-
turn home for a short 
period, adding that “he 
will be back”.  

Mr Davies re-located 
to the UK to head up 
Homebase when Wes-
farmers acquired the 
business from Home 

Retail Group in Febru-
ary 2016. He had been 
tasked with trans-
forming the chain and 
launching a Bunnings 
proposition in the UK 
market.

As the new managing 
director, Mr McGlough-
lin is expected to be 
assisted by acting chief 
operating officer David 
Haydon, who was 
previously Homebase 
trading and commer-
cial manager.

Mr Haydon was 
drafted from sister 
chain Officeworks to 
run Homebase, and has 
worked for Wickes and 
B&Q.

Merchandise man-
ager moves on

BUKI general manag-
er – merchandise, Craig 
Castelino, is leaving the 
business, according to 
a report in Insight DIY.

It is understood Mr 
Castelino 
will be 
work-
ing on 
special 
projects 
and that 
he and 
his fami-
ly will be 
return-
ing to 
Australia 
in April. 
Once back 

in Australia, he will 
be taking on a senior 
leadership role in the 
Bunnings Australian 
and New Zealand 
business.

goo.gl/ULeWCW
goo.gl/sVYuYX

Senior exec shuffle at BUKI

Former BUKI managing director  
Peter (PJ) Davis
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• Aussie tradie 
site hipages has 
linked its services 
to Amazon’s 
Alexa intelligent 
voice assistant

• JAK is a new 
trade services 
app that will 
help people get a 
tradie quickly

Online tradie plat-
form, hipages can now 
help Aussies book a 
professional tradie 
through Alexa devices 
including the Amazon 
Echo. (Echo is a smart 
speaker. It connects to 
the voice-controlled, 
intelligent personal 
assistant service called 
Alexa. Both are devel-
oped by Amazon.)

The “Find a Tradie 
Skill” will connect 
consumers with local 
tradies using simple 
voice commands with 
Alexa. By using their 
voice, they can:
• Tell Alexa what kind 

of tradie is needed 
(e.g. “Alexa, ask 
hipages to find me a 
plumber”)

• Tell Alexa where the 
work is to be carried 
out (eg. “Sydney, 
2000”)

• Set a contact phone 
number (optional). 
The hipages team 
then connects the 
user with a tradie 
available to execute 
the job.

To access “Find a 
Tradie Skill”, owners 
of an Echo device are 
invited to enable the 
hipages “Skill” on their 
Amazon Alexa app. 
David Vitek, CEO and 
co-founder of hipages, 
explains:

...[With] our inte-

gration with Amazon 
Alexa, we take the sim-
plicity of locating and 
hiring a qualified and 
licensed tradie one step 
further. Voice technol-
ogy opens the door to 
many new opportuni-
ties for hipages and we 
are excited to be one of 
the first transactional 
skill-based services to 
integrate with Amazon 
Alexa in Australia.

Rob Pulciani, director, 
Amazon Alexa, added:

The hipages skill for 
Alexa brings a new 
and helpful capability 
for Alexa customers 
in Australia. Voice is a 
natural and intuitive 
interface that can be of 
great help to customers 
around the house…

hipages growth

hipages also said it 
experienced 37% year-
on-year growth based 
on its FY17 results, 
totalling $37 million in 
annual revenue. The 
business also reports a 
5% increase in invest-
ment from News Corp. 
This takes News Corp’s 
stake in hipages to 
30%.

The company’s 
growth statistics for 
the past 12 months 
include:
• 38% increase in 

tradies connected to 

the platform with 
now over 110,000 
registered trades-
people

• Two million Austra-
lian consumers have 
used hipages to date, 
with 700,000 jobs 
posted through the 
app

• 126% year-on-year 
increase in app 
downloads, with 
over 540,000 down-
loads to date

• 19% increase in 
trade job requests 
via the platform 
with almost 1.2 
million jobs logged. 
This represents a 
$2.4 billion value in 
jobs over the past 12 
months.

The business at-
tributes part of its 
success to the home 
improvement market 
in Australia. Renovat-
ing is the highest hous-
ing-related priority for 
nearly one third (32%) 
of Australian home-
owners considering a 
house-related activity 
in the next five years, 
based on the 2017 
Westpac Group Head 
of Home Ownership 
Report. Three quarters 
(76%) of Australian 
homeowners are cur-
rently on their home 
renovating journey, up 
12% since 2015.

In the past year, 

Australians spent 
$140 billion on service 
providers in the home 
improvement market. 
(Research by hipages 
from ABS, PWC and 
IBIS sources). Recent 
CoreLogic figures 
suggest that spending 
on home renovations 
is particularly strong 
in the cities of Sydney 
and Melbourne, ac-
cording to Smart Prop-
erty Investment. This 
is reflected in hipages 
data, with both cities 
achieving the highest 
number of jobs posted 
per month. The top five 
types of job requests 
posted to hipages in 
the past year included 
handyman, fencing 
expert, electrician, 
plumber and painter.

goo.gl/KAPXq8
goo.gl/Se7uwg

hipages’ voice search 
through Amazon

Amazon Echo
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Aussie app promises 
timely tradies
JAK is a new trade services 

app developed in Australia 
that connects people to 
tradies quickly. Co-founder 
Trevor Pugh said the time 
between booking a service 
and the tradie arriving was 
just 17 minutes. He told news.
com.au:

Once you post a job, it goes 
to a tradie, he gets a push no-
tification and once he opens 
that it opens communication 
with you. You can send them 
a photo of the job, have a text 
conversation, and then there’s 
a countdown timer that will 
say, ‘Trevor the plumber will 
be there in 15 minutes’. It’s 
about saving time for the 
customer but equally for the 
tradie.

Mr Pugh said the app made 
the entire process more 
efficient, as people could send 
photos of the work required 
to their tradie so that he or 
she knew exactly what tools 
and parts would be needed to 
complete the job. He said all 
tradies on the database were 
fully qualified and had under-
gone registration and police 
checks for peace of mind.

JAK was originally launched 
in Perth and is now being 

rolled out across Melbourne 
and Sydney, with Brisbane 
next in line.

Just like Uber, JAK tradies 
accept gigs based on their 
availability, which means 
there are no issues with 
overbooking. Both tradies 
and customers are rated, and 
users can also “favourite” 
their preferred professional 
for future jobs.

As a self-confessed “totally 
useless” handyman, Mr Pugh 
is managing the business side 
of the start up, but he has 
two other co-founders who 
work in the building indus-
try and who understand the 
challenges facing both tradies 
and customers. He said:

JAK is more for people who 
have an incident and need it 
sorted quickly — although it 
can also be used for scheduled 
works — so it’s all about help 
in a hurry.

goo.gl/rpKaNg
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DIGiTAL
Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.

What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know, 
because we analyse the downloads every week. 
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NEW PRODUCTS
Homeowners, outdoor enthusiasts and on-the-job users 

of portable power generators have made Honda Power 
Equipment’s outgoing EU2000i model a best-seller for 
Honda. 

Building on that reputation, the all-new EU2200i range 
is part of the Super Quiet series of inverter generators. 
There are four models: the EU2200i, EU2200i Camo, 
EU2200i Companion and EB2200i for industrial use.

They deliver 10% more power (200 watts), and have an 
enclosed body with a bigger oil filler opening, a longer 
spout and larger oil drain gutter.

A fuel shutoff valve (“Fuel Off” position) allows the engine 
to continue to run until the majority of the fuel in the car-
buretor is consumed and the engine shuts off. A stamped 
metal recoil rope insert provides increased durability and 
reduces potential damage to the generator body.

goo.gl/EoC68v
 

Victa has released a range of handheld 
products featuring Swift-Start technol-
ogy. With its auto choke and soft pull 
start, these new trimmers, chainsaw and 
blower are easier and faster to start while 
enabling a consistent operation.

They provide stable operation, handling 
and reliability. Each have an advanced 
anti-vibration system with noise conserva-
tion that reduces fatigue, according to the 
company. 

Victa’s Swift-Start trimmers are avail-
able with a straight or bent shaft. These 
models are fitted with a Walbro carburetor 
and 25.4cc engine, a shoulder strap and 
interchangeable heads.

Guardian by Elexa is the first water 
leak prevention system that does not 
require tools for installation, claims the 
company. It allows users to “set and 
forget”.

The Guardian Water Leak Prevention 
System consists of an autonomous valve 
controller as well as individual leak detec-
tors with a 15-year battery life for place-
ment around the house. It provides leak 
detection by sensing water on both the 
top from drips and bottom from flooding.

Connected via the Guardian iOS and 
Android app, users can check the status of 
detectors, the temperature and switch the 
valve controller on and off.

goo.gl/M9PagP

US military veteran Dean Dougherty – 
who has worked in construction for 18 
years – has invented screws that reinforce 
doors. The ZZem Screw is a patented 
screw that connects the famed of the 
door to the frame of the house. Its design 
enables the house to stabilise the door 
frame, rather than the screws popping out 
of the thin boarding around the door.

To install ZZem Screws, users can remove 
the plate, hinge, etc. from the door and 
drill a hole with the drill bit provided. 
Then simply screw in the ZZem Screw, 
followed by the original screw or screws 
from the packaging.

goo.gl/MkX9Ky
goo.gl/6nXw2y
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ABSCO Industries 
is a wholly owned 
Australian company 
manufacturing a 
large range of steel 
products including 
garden sheds, large 
outdoor structures 
and garden beds.

From its manufac-
turing facility in Bris-
bane, ABSCO offers 
an extensive range 
of over 350 different 
types of outdoor 
products. ABSCO 
Industries has been 
the major supplier 
of these products to 
the hardware and 
outdoor building 
industries for over 
40 years. The good 
reputation that we 
built up during those 
years is now being 
recognised through-
out Australia and 
rapidly expanding 
overseas markets.

SNAPTiTE 
Technology

ABSCO products 
feature the unique 
patented SNAPTiTE 
technology. This rev-
olutionary assembly 
system dramatically 

reduces the time and 
effort required. ABS-
CO Sheds assemble 
up to 80% faster than 
its competitors.

Most components 
are marked with part 
numbers which are 
also clearly identi-
fied throughout the 
three dimensional 
drawings displayed 
in the assembly 
instruction booklet. 
SNAPTiTE reduces 
screws by 75%! It 
permanently locks 
all perimeter chan-
nels to all roof and 
wall sheets without 
the need for tools 
and fasteners. Most 
other connection 
points have been 
fully pre-punched to 
maximise the ease of 
assembly.

ABSCO has an 
ongoing dedication 
to product develop-
ment. Being small 
and nimble allows 
ABSCO to design 
products that are 
on trend and bring 
them to market 
quicker than a tradi-
tional manufacturer.

At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best 
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.

For more information,  
please visit our website at  
www.abscosheds.com.au

http://www.abscosheds.com.au


For more information and  
membership application call

1300 305 719

John Ioakim
The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC 
How did you come into the hardware business? 
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was 
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife, 
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures 
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to 
be truly independent and in control of our stock.
 
What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that 
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding 
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really 
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be 

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up 
floor space and our bottom dollar. 

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had 
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up 
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail 
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our 
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site. 
 
What would you say to someone considering transitioning  
to H Hardware? 
If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions 
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

http://hbt.net.au/

